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Executive summary

T

he California charter school industry has been growing rapidly for the past twenty years.
From less than 200 schools in 1998, the industry has grown by more than 600%, to over

1,200 schools serving nearly 600,000 children, or nearly 10% of the state’s students.1 And

this growth is poised to continue, with the California Charter Schools Association (CCSA)
declaring a goal of serving one million students by 2022.2
One of the sources fueling this growth is an extensive network of government programs
that provide public funding or tax subsidies for charter school buildings. Over the past 15
years, California charter schools have received over $2.5 billion in tax dollars or taxpayer
subsidized funds to lease, build, or buy school buildings.
Table 1: Public funding for California charter facilities
Funding program

Funding provided

Cost to taxpayers

Charter Facilities Grant Program (SB740)

$391,156,711

$391,156,711

2009–17

California general obligation bonds

$446,888,396

$446,888,396

2003–17

$67,217,419

$67,217,419

2004–17

San Diego School District bonds

$102,535,315

$102,535,315

2011–17

Conduit bonds – CSFA

$704,651,292

$100,412,809

2010–16

Conduit bonds – CSCDA

$102,937,000

$14,668,523

2011–17

Conduit bonds – CMFA

$368,280,000

$52,479,900

2006–17

New Market Tax Credits - Qualified Investment

$318,660,510

$124,277,599

2005–14

$24,756,017

$24,756,017

2010–16

Revolving Loan Fund

$142,700,000

N.A.

2011–15

Total

$2,569,782,661

$1,324,392,689

Los Angeles School District bonds

Federal Facilities Incentive Grants

Years included

But has this money been spent wisely? Are tax dollars serving to open schools where
they are needed most? Does funding encourage start-ups and innovative models? Is it
producing schools with superior performance? Is it serving to create schools that offer
specialty subjects or new models of instruction not otherwise available?
Unfortunately, the central conclusion of this analysis is that funding for charter facilities is
almost completely disconnected from educational policy objectives, and the results are,
in turn, scattershot and haphazard. Hundreds of millions of dollars are being spent each
year without any meaningful strategy. Some of this money benefits schools that offer
high quality education; but this is as much by chance as by design. Far too much of these
public funds are spent on schools built in neighborhoods that have no need for additional
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classroom space, and which offer no improvement over the quality of education already
available in nearby public schools.
The most fundamental question to ask about any type of school construction is: how many
schools are needed for the number of students we have? For public school districts, the
California Department of Education compares existing classroom space with the student
population projected over the next five years; if a district already has enough space for its
projected student body, it is ineligible to receive state bond funds to build a new school.
But no such requirement applies to charter schools. As a result, nearly 450 charter schools
have opened in places that already had enough classroom space for all students—and this
overproduction of schools was made possible by generous public support, including $111
million in rent, lease, or mortgage payments picked up by taxpayers, $135 million in general
obligation bonds, and $425 million in private investments subsidized with tax credits or tax
exemptions.3 Moreover, since this data was available for only a portion of the state’s charter
schools, the real amounts of funding devoted to schools in communities that had no need
for more classrooms is almost twice as great.4
Presumably, charter construction is not limited to places where more classrooms are
needed because the rationale for charter schools is not that they supply needed seats but
that they provide a model of education that is new, different, and better than otherwise
available. However, this presumption is not written in to any of the charter facility financing
laws. As a result, hundreds of low quality charter schools are supported by taxpayers.
Figure 1
Public funding
for charter
schools in
areas that
already had
sufficient
classroom
space for
all students
(millions of
dollars).

Federal Incentive grants, $6
Revolving loan funds, $18

Conduit bonds, $376

Federal Tax credit funding, $55
SB740, $112

General obligation
bonds, $136

The most commonsense question for policy makers to ask when considering funding a
new charter school is: will this school provide a quality of education that is superior to that
currently available in nearby public schools? Surprisingly, this question is never asked, nor
has the data been assembled to easily answer it.5 This report answers that question for the
first time, and for three-quarters of California charter schools, the answer is negative—that
is, the quality of education they offer is worse than that of a nearby traditional public school
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that serves a demographically similar population. Again, the public has paid dearly for these
disappointments, providing these schools with an estimated three-quarters of a billion
dollars in direct funding and an additional $1.1 billion in taxpayer-subsidized financing.6
Finally, the data suggest that at least 30% of charter schools fail both tests—they were
opened in places that had no need for additional seats, and they failed to provide an
education that was superior to that offered in nearby public schools. Due to multiple
limitations on available data, the actual share of such schools is almost certainly higher.
But even by this limited measure, assuming such failures are evenly distributed across
all schools, Californians provided these schools combined facilities funding of over $750
million, at a net cost to taxpayers of nearly $400 million.7
Figure 2
Public Funding
for charter
schools
with lower
performance
than nearby
traditional
public schools
that serve
similar student
populations
(millions of
dollars).

Federal Incentive grants, $18
Revolving loan funds, $32

Conduit bonds, $870

Federal Tax credit funding, $236
SB740, $289

General obligation
bonds, $456

These misspent funds result from the fact that no education policy goals have been written
into charter facility funding programs; as long as a charter school is competent, financially
sound, and legally compliant, it is eligible for facility funding—regardless of its location,
program, or performance.8 Indeed, the CCSA has identified 161 schools that last year ranked
among the worst of the worst—scoring in the bottom 10% of similar schools.9 But this has
not prevented these schools from collecting $44 million in lease payments, $57 million in
general obligation bonds, $40 million in tax-credit investments, and $85 million in conduit
bond financing.10
Such indiscriminate funding comes at a time when schools across the state face urgent
needs that are going unmet due to budgetary shortfalls. Parents, teachers, superintendents,
and school board members alike point to model programs in danger of closure;
oversubscribed schools that can’t afford to expand; overcrowded classrooms that make
personal attention impossible; and insufficient funding for school counselors, social
workers, special education, and English language learners.
When California legislators first created charter schools, their intent was clear. They sought
to empower small groups of educators to launch a wide variety of innovative start-ups that,
by experimenting with new approaches to education, would develop superior models fit
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to meet the needs of the diverse students that make up state’s school population. Thus,
the San Francisco Chronicle heralded the 1992 law for empowering teachers to become
“pioneers in an educational system freed from heavy controls that can stifle creativity.”11
However, because legislators’ vision for charter schools has not been incorporated into
funding formulas, the hundreds of millions of dollars spent annually on charter facilities
have not created the hoped-for incubator of innovation and continual improvement. While
some charter schools have proved exemplary, much of the industry has become dominated
by the same types of organizations legislators had sought to reform: large chains of schools
where materials, methods, and evaluation are centrally dictated and teachers lack the
power to set the curriculum; Charter Management Organizations (CMOs) that replicate
a single model over and over again with little variation; and schools whose quality of
education is no better than that of nearby public schools, and who do not serve to spur
improvements in the wider system.

“In short: instead of innovation, we have repetition; instead of local startups, we have corporate chains; instead of empowered teachers, we have
executive rule; and instead of excellence, we have mediocrity. And all of
this is not the result of poor planning—it’s the result of no planning, of the
failure to write legislators’ policy goals into the criteria for school funding.”
Finally, the overbuilding of charter schools not only wastes tax dollars, but it also imposes
significant costs—above and beyond the direct costs of charter facility financing—on
traditional public schools and school districts, as well as on competing charter schools in
the area. Studies estimate that between 33%-55% of school budgets are dedicated to fixed
costs such as buildings, student transportation, and central administration that cannot
be reduced when enrollment declines due to a surplus of charter schools.12 Furthermore,
many charter schools receive full funding for special education but enroll students with
disproportionately mild needs, leaving the school district to serve the neediest children but
without the resources to do so. As such schools proliferate, they create a growing crisis for
traditional public schools and students. Yet there is no place in charter facility funding policy
for these impacts to be taken into account or mitigated.
It is not too late to shift course. With $500 million in newly appropriated general bond
funding waiting to go out the door, now is the time for legislators to establish spending
rules to guarantee that available funds serve to meet the most critical needs of California
students. It is my hope that this report may help shed some light on this pressing issue.
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The report’s key findings

•

Over the past 15 years, California charter schools have received over $2.5 billion in
tax dollars or taxpayer subsidized funds to lease, build, or buy school buildings.

•

Nearly 450 charter schools have opened in places that already had enough
classroom space for all students—and this overproduction of schools was made
possible by generous public support, including $111 million in rent, lease, or
mortgage payments picked up by taxpayers, $135 million in general obligation
bonds, and $425 million in private investments subsidized with tax credits or
tax exemptions.

•

For three-quarters of California charter schools, the quality of education on offer is
worse than that of a nearby traditional public school that serves a demographically
similar population. Taxpayers have provided these schools with an estimated
three-quarters of a billion dollars in direct funding and an additional $1.1 billion in
taxpayer-subsidized financing.

•

Even the worst charter schools receive generous facility funding. The California
Charter Schools Association identified 161 charter schools that ranked in the
bottom 10% of schools serving comparable populations last year, but even these
schools received over $200 million in tax dollars and tax-subsidized funding.

•

At least 30% of charter schools were both opened in places that had no need for
additional seats and also failed to provide an education superior to that available
in nearby public schools. This number is almost certainly underestimated, but even
at this rate, Californians provided these schools combined facilities funding of over
$750 million, at a net cost to taxpayers of nearly $400 million.

•

Public facilities funding has been disproportionately concentrated among the less
than one-third of schools that are owned by Charter Management Organizations
(CMOs) that operate chains of between three and 30 schools. An even more
disproportionate share of funding has been taken by just four large CMO chains—
Aspire, KIPP, Alliance, and Animo/Green Dot.

•

Since 2009, the 253 schools found by the American Civil Liberties Union of
Southern California to maintain discriminatory enrollment policies have been
awarded a collective $75 million under the SB740 program, $120 million in general
obligation bonds, and $150 million in conduit bond financing.

•

CMOs have used public tax dollars to buy private property. The Alliance CollegeReady Public Schools network of charter schools, for instance, has benefited from
over $110 million in federal and state taxpayer support for its facilities, which are
not owned by the public, but are part of a growing empire of privately owned Los
Angeles-area real estate now worth in excess of $200 million.
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Table 2: Public funding for California charter facilities
Estimated or actual public funding received*
# of schools
identified in
available data

All charter schools

% of all schools
identified in
available data

Direct
taxpayer funding

Taxpayer-subsidized
financing

1,672

100%

$1,032,553,859

$1,494,528,802

Charter schools opened in places
where there was no need for
additional classroom space

447

48%

$495,625,852

$717,373,825

Charter schools whose
performance was worse than
that of nearby public schools
serving similar students.

471

74%

$764,089,855

$1,105,951,314

Charter schools that ranked
in the bottom 70% of schools
serving similar populations
in 2015-16 according to the
California Charter School
Association.

645

63%

$477,842,457

$861,413,179

Charter schools found by the
ACLU to maintain discriminatory
policies or practices.

253

20%

$194,394,934

$180,819,833

* Dollar amounts for schools opened where no classrooms were needed, and for those with better-performing nearby public schools are
estimates based on the sample of available data. Dollar amounts for schools ranked in the bottom 70% by CCSA and those found by the
ACLU to maintain discriminatory practices are actual funding amounts identified with these schools.
Direct taxpayer funding includes SB740, general obligation bonds and federal incentive grants. Taxpayer-subsidized funding includes
conduit bonds and tax-credit financed investments.
Sources for all data are detailed in Appendix A.
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Introduction

T

he California charter school industry has been growing rapidly for the past twenty years.
From less than 200 schools in 1998, the industry has grown by more than 600%, to
over 1,200 schools serving nearly 600,000 children, or nearly 10% of the state’s students.13
And this growth is poised to continue into the future, with the California Charter Schools
Association (CCSA) declaring a goal of serving one million students by 2022.14
Figure 3
California
charter
schools,
1998-2017
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One of the sources fueling this growth is an extensive network of government programs
that provide public funding or tax subsidies for charter school buildings. Over the past 15
years, California charter schools have received over $2.5 billion in tax dollars or taxpayer
subsidized funds to lease, build, or buy school buildings.15
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Figure 4
Public
funding
for charter
school
buildings
(millions of
dollars)

Federal Incentive grants, $25
Conduit bonds - CSFA, $705

Revolving loan funds, $43
LA District bonds, $67
San Diego District bonds, $103
Conduit bonds - CSCDA, $103
Fed Tax Credit funds, $319
Conduit bonds - CMFA, $368

State bonds, $447
SB740, $391

This report is not a critique of charter school facility funding per se. There are clearly good
and bad charter schools, just as there are good and bad schools within public school
districts. Rather, this report aims to help policy makers answer a central question: at a time
of increasingly scarce resources, are funds devoted to charter school facilities being wisely
spent? Are tax dollars serving to open schools in the places where they are most needed?
Does funding serve to encourage start-ups and innovative models? Is it producing schools
with superior performance or specialty subjects not otherwise available?
To answer these questions, this report brings together a wide array of data that makes it
possible—for the first time—to see the broad patterns of how charter facility funding is
being spent: what type of schools are being supported, what quality of education they offer,
and how well their programs match the needs of local communities. Unfortunately, the
central conclusion of this analysis is that funding for charter facilities is almost completely
disconnected from educational policy objectives, and the results are, in turn, scattershot
and haphazard.
When charter schools were initially created in the early 1990s, lawmakers articulated clear
goals for the new system. They aimed to create experimental schools where innovative
educators would be freed from bureaucratic regulations to develop superior models of
education. They stressed the importance of raising academic standards, expanding the
range of educational models parents might choose from, and creating a system that
allows authorities to shift resources over time from more disappointing to more promising
school models. And both then and now, education planners aim to prioritize facility
funding in communities that lack sufficient classroom space. But none of these criteria
have been written into the laws governing charter facility funding. None of the funding for
opening new charter schools is conditioned on whether the schools empower educators,
demonstrate superior performance, or offer a pedagogical model not otherwise available in
a community. As a result, hundreds of millions of dollars are being spent each year without
any meaningful strategy. Some of this money benefits schools that offer high quality
education; but this is as much by chance as by design. Far too much of these public funds
are spent on schools built in places that don’t need them, and which offer no improvement
over the quality of education already available in nearby public schools.
inthepublicinterest.org | Spending Blind
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To be clear, this failing is not the fault of the California School Finance Authority (CSFA)
or other state agencies charged with overseeing facility funding. These staff are tasked
with providing an efficient stream of funding and guaranteeing that recipients meet the
legal and financial requirements set by program regulations. By all accounts, this work is
carried out in a highly professional manner. But the staff of CSFA and other facilities funding
agencies are not educational policy makers; they rely on lawmakers for such guidance. Yet
while legislators have articulated a vision of the purposes charter schools should serve, this
vision has not been translated into laws or regulations governing facility financing. As a
result, there is no effective policy guidance—other than ensuring recipients are financially
sound, competently managed, and legally compliant—for large sums of taxpayer dollars
that annually pay for the lease, construction, and purchase of charter school buildings.
In terms of educational policy, there effectively is no targeting for charter facilities funding.
It’s as if legislators turned on a faucet of money and then just walked away.

“It’s as if legislators turned on a faucet of money and then just
walked away.”

Understanding the landscape of charter facility funding
Over the past 15 years, taxpayers have either directly paid or subsidized more than
$2.5 billion in financial support for California charter school facilities. There are multiple
sources of public funding from both the state and federal government aimed at helping
charter schools build, purchase, or lease facilities, with most programs under the roof of the
CSFA. School construction may simply be paid for by California taxpayers, through general
obligation bonds. Or it may be paid for by private investors who build charter schools at
no cost to the charter operators, in return for generous federal tax credits.16 In other cases,
schools may be built with conduit bonds—to be paid off by the charter company rather
than the public, but subsidized by taxpayers. For schools having trouble accessing the bond
markets on favorable terms, the state administers a federal Credit Enhancement Program,
which uses public resources to boost the credit rating of charter operators, enabling them
to obtain bond funding at lower interest rates. And those bonds—or any other facility
costs—may be largely paid off by taxpayers, through federal and state programs that
reimburse up to 75% of a charter school’s facility costs.
This report tracks funding from seven sources of public support for California charter
facilities (see Appendix A for detail on sources of information for each program):

•

Start-up loans. The Charter School Revolving Loan Fund, operated by CSFA,
provides low-interest loans of up to $250,000 to cover general operations costs of
new charter schools, with priority given to recently opened schools.

•

California general obligation bonds. Beginning in 2003, voters approved
a series of ballot initiatives to authorize increased bond funding for school
construction, with a portion set aside for charter schools.17 These are general
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obligation bonds, meaning that funds are raised by selling bonds that are repaid
by taxpayers. These bonds are administered by CSFA through its Charter School
Facilities Program. In November 2016, voters approved Proposition 51, which
authorized an additional $500 million for this program.18

•

Local school district general obligation bonds. Both the Los Angeles and San
Diego Unified School Districts issue their own general obligation bonds to fund
school construction, including that of charter schools. The cost for these bonds is
paid by Los Angeles and San Diego taxpayers.

•

Conduit bonds. Schools that cannot obtain general obligation bond funding
may raise funds for school construction through the sale of publicly subsidized
bonds that the charter operator, rather than state taxpayers, is responsible for
repaying. Three different organizations serve as the primary “conduits” for these
bonds, allowing charter operators to finance construction with tax-exempt
bonds. Because bond buyers are not taxed on their earnings, the interest rate
that charter operators must pay on these bonds is lower than it would be if the
bonds were taxable. Thus, while there is no direct state funding involved, there is
a cost to the public in the amount of the tax exemption provided to bond buyers.
Conduit bonds for charter school facilities are issued by the California Statewide
Community Development Authority (CSCDA) and the California Municipal Finance
Authority (CMFA), as well as CSFA.

•

Rent, lease, and mortgage reimbursement. Under CSFA’s Charter School
Facility Grant Program (commonly known as the SB740 program for its authorizing
legislation), a charter school may be reimbursed for up to 75% of its facilities
costs, or up to $750 per student, whichever is less. To be eligible for these funds,
at least 55% of a charter school’s student body must qualify for free or reducedpriced meals.19 These are direct taxpayer expenditures. While the law creating this
program mandates that funds can only be used for “rents or leases” rather than
mortgage payments, charter schools have found a way around this regulation:
they create a limited liability corporation (LLC) which, in turn, is owned by the
charter’s parent company. The LLC becomes the legal owner of the building, which
the school “leases” from the LLC. In this way, the SB740 program has provided a
reliable source of public funding used to purchase private property owned by
charter corporations.20

•

Federal facility reimbursement. The federal government operates a Facilities
Incentive Grants program that plays a similar role to CSFA’s Facilities Grant Program.
This program, too, is administered in California by CSFA. The federal grant program
pays up to 75% or $750 per student for lease, development, or purchase of charter
school facilities, with a maximum payment of $250,000 per year to any school. Due
to the similarity of programs, schools are restricted from receiving funds under this
program if they are also being funded under the state Facilities Grant Program.

•

Investor tax credits. The federal New Markets Tax Credit (NMTC) program,
established in 2000, provides a 39% federal tax credit for investors who fund
the construction of charter schools in low-income areas. Because the credits are
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so lucrative, and there is competition among investors to participate in NMTCqualified projects, investors sometimes agree to turn over their ownership interest
to charter operators at no charge upon completion of the seven-year tax credit
period.21 This allows charter companies to have a school built for them at little or
no cost—but at significant public expense in foregone tax revenue.
For many of these programs, funding data is available for only a limited number of years.
Therefore, the numbers in this report do not represent 100% of taxpayer support for
charter facilities. Nonetheless, they paint a clear picture of how significant sums are being
spent. The table below shows the total sums from each major program, noting the years
of data included in this analysis. Even by this incomplete account, charter schools have
received over $2.5 billion in public funds or taxpayer subsidized financing over the past
15 years. Because conduit bonds and investment tax credits entail a tax expenditure but
not direct government spending, the cost to taxpayers for these programs is less than the
total funding provided to charter schools.22 Taking this calculation into account, the cost to
taxpayers for providing this level of support totals $1.3 billion.
Table 3: Public funding for California charter facilities
Funding program

Funding provided

Cost to taxpayers

Years included

Charter Facilities Grant Program (SB740)

$391,156,711

$391,156,711

2009–17

California general obligation bonds

$446,888,396

$446,888,396

2003–17

$67,217,419

$67,217,419

2004–17

San Diego School District bonds

$102,535,315

$102,535,315

2011–17

Conduit bonds – CSFA

$704,651,292

$100,412,809

2010–16

Conduit bonds – CSCDA

$102,937,000

$14,668,523

2011–17

Conduit bonds – CMFA

$368,280,000

$52,479,900

2006–17

New Market Tax Credits - Qualified Investment

$318,660,510

$124,277,599

2005–14

$24,756,017

$24,756,017

2010–16

$142,700,000

N.A.

2011–15

$2,569,782,661

$1,324,392,689

Los Angeles School District bonds

Federal Facilities Incentive Grants
Revolving Loan Fund
Total

Unfortunately, these funds are being spent without any meaningful criteria for selecting
which projects to fund or how long to continue subsidizing a given school. This policy
vacuum is produced in two stages: first, there are few effective requirements for
determining which charter operators are authorized to open schools,. Secondly, once
authorized, every charter school is eligible for facility funding as long as it is financially
sound and managerially competent. Together, these two decision points—or, in reality,
non-decision points—combine to produce a flood of indiscriminate funding for building,
buying, or leasing private real estate at public expense.
inthepublicinterest.org | Spending Blind
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Charter School Authorization: Few effective criteria for opening
new schools
California law requires that charter operators supply extensive information and detailed
plans as part of the application process. However, as long as charter companies submit
the required information, school boards have little leeway in judging the merits of a given
school. School districts cannot deny a charter application, for instance, on the grounds that
there are already too many schools for the number of students in the district; or that there
are too many of the same type of school a company proposes to open; or that the proposal
replicates methods already widely in use and offers no innovations; or that there’s no
evidence the company will provide education that is superior to other schools in the district.
Under current law, none of these is a legitimate reason for a school board to withhold
charter approval and the sizable flow of public resources that accompanies it.

“School districts cannot deny a charter application, for instance, on
the grounds that there are already too many schools for the number
of students in the district; or that there are too many of the same type
of school a company proposes to open; or that the proposal replicates
methods already widely in use and offers no innovations; or that there’s
no evidence the company will provide education that is superior to other
schools in the district.”
State law requires that school boards operate with a strong presumption that all charter
applications should be approved unless there are exceptional reasons for one to be
rejected. By law, school districts must be “guided by the intent of the Legislature that … the
establishment of charter schools should be encouraged.”23 A school district “shall not deny a
petition” for a charter, the law explains, except for one of two reasons: if “the charter school
presents an unsound educational program,” or “the petitioners are demonstrably unlikely
to successfully implement the program set forth in the petition.”24 There is thus no need
for charter schools to be new, different, or better. Their plan of instruction must simply be
“sound,” and they must be capable of carrying it out.
In a traditional school district, one of the responsibilities of administrators is to balance the
number of schools of various kinds in order to guarantee that all students in the district
receive the education they need. But districts have no ability to reject a charter school on
the basis that similar programs are offered elsewhere or that too many similar schools might
waste resources and undermine the viability of the broader school system. The California
School Board Association’s manual stresses that in judging “sound educational practice,”
a school board “is not allowed to consider the potential impacts a charter school would
have on the other educational programs of a distinct or the district’s fiscal health or state
of its facilities.”25 Thus, one of the key policy judgments normally at the heart of education
planning—how to balance a district’s school portfolio to meet the needs of the overall
student body—has been declared off limits for state and local elected officials.
inthepublicinterest.org | Spending Blind
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“Thus, one of the key policy judgments normally at the heart of education
planning—how to balance a district’s school portfolio to meet the needs
of the overall student body—has been declared off limits for state and
local elected officials.”
The small number of charter schools whose applications are rejected by their local school
districts retain the option of appealing to a County or State Board of Education. One might
think that county and state boards would require stricter evidence of educational excellence
in order to approve charters whose applications were rejected by district officials. In fact,
the standards for charter approval at these higher levels are not more strict, but more
minimal: the State Board of Education’s ability to reject charter appeals is even more narrowly
restricted than that of local officials. As with local school districts, state authorities can reject
a charter only if it presents an “unsound” model or is incompetent to run its school. But
where “soundness” remains a definition open to interpretation by district officials, it has
been clearly delimited for state officials—in extremely narrow terms. According to state
regulations, the State Board of Education will consider a charter school to be offering an
“unsound educational program” only if it “present[s] the likelihood of physical, educational,
or psychological harm to the affected pupils” or if its program is “not to be likely to be of
educational benefit for the pupils that attend.”26 Thus, as long as they don’t harm students,
and provide some benefit compared with not attending school at all, charters are to be
approved. It may be unsurprising, then, that when the Los Angeles school board voted
not to renew the charters of schools found to have illegally used school funding for noneducational purposes, the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the schools’ parent company
declared that she was “very optimistic” that the company would “be successful at making our
case at the county level or the state level.” After all, she explained, “we’ve done that before.”27
Once a company’s charter is approved, the educational standards for renewing its charter
every five years are even lower. The five-year review is not treated as an opportunity to
promote exceptional schools and weed out the disappointments. On the contrary, state law
mandates that a charter’s academic performance be deemed worthy of renewal unless it
falls below the 40th percentile of schools serving similar populations.28 Thus, a school that
is worse than nearly 60% of comparable schools in the state is deemed “sound” and, by law,
must be approved for renewal. Under current law, state officials have little choice but to
maintain a steady flow of funds to such schools.
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Legislators’ intent compared with current reality
When California legislators first created charter schools, their intent was clear. They sought to
free small groups of creative educators to launch innovative start-ups that, by experimenting
with new approaches to education, could develop superior models fit to meet the needs of
the diverse groups of students that make up the state’s school population. The San Francisco
Chronicle heralded the 1992 law for enabling teachers to become “pioneers in an educational
system freed from heavy controls that can stifle creativity.”29 Legislators never contemplated the
creation of corporate Charter Management Organizations (CMOs) with large chains of schools
that replicate a single educational model over and over again. Instead, the statute declares:
“the intent of the Legislature” was “to provide opportunities for teachers, parents, pupils and
community members to establish … schools that operate independently.”30 In encouraging a
wave of new start-ups, the legislature’s clearly stated aims were to:

•
•
•

Improve pupil learning.

•

Provide parents and pupils with expanded choices in the types of educational

•

Provide vigorous competition within the public school system to stimulate

Encourage the use of different and innovative teaching methods.
Create new professional opportunities for teachers, including [being] responsible for the
learning program at the school site.
opportunities that are available…[and]
improvements in all public schools.31

But none of these criteria are built in to the mandates for charter school facility financing.
There is no requirement that charter schools receiving public funding offer education that is an
improvement over what is already available in existing public schools; nor that they offer novel
teaching methods not already in use; nor that they provide a new program that expands the
range of school models parents may choose from; nor that they serve to raise standards in area
public schools by setting a higher competitive standard; nor that they empower teachers rather
than administrators to make curricular decisions.
Because legislators’ vision for charter schools has not been incorporated into the funding
formula, the hundreds of millions of dollars spent annually on charter facilities have not created
the hoped-for sector of continual innovation driven by empowered educators. While some
charter schools have proved exemplary, much of the sector has become dominated by the
same types of organizations legislators had hoped to reform: large chains of schools where
materials, methods, and evaluation are centrally dictated and teachers lack the power to set
the curriculum; CMOs that replicate a single model over and over again with little variation; and
schools whose quality of education is no better than that of existing public schools, and who do
not serve to spur innovation or improvements in the wider school system.
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In the sections that follow, this report outlines a series of concerns surrounding charter
facility funding. Any time there is a low bar of entry for firms seeking to access government
funds, one can expect to find corruption, and the charter industry is no exception—
including funds going to a school whose CEO earns over $450,000 per year, another that
spent nearly $1 million importing foreign teachers, and a third where SB740 funds went
to pay rents three times the market rate to a landlord with a history of business ties to
the school’s CEO. But the most serious concerns raised by the pattern of charter facility
funding are not the rare cases of corruption but the systemic—and perfectly legal—outlay
of hundreds of millions of dollars on institutions that do not serve the purpose for which
charter schools were created.
In what follows, I first examine the indiscriminate funding of charter schools that neither
add needed classroom space nor provide a level of education superior to that available in
nearby public schools, and assess the costs that such overbuilding imposes on local school
districts. I then evaluate the extent to which facility funding has been captured by large
chain schools rather than innovative start-ups. As part of the focus on the larger CMOs, I
address the problem of public funding used to purchase school buildings that become
private property. Finally, I describe two types of illegal activity plaguing the charter industry:
the American Civil Liberties Union’s (ACLU) finding of widespread discrimination in charter
admission policies, and the more mundane phenomenon of charter operators enriching
themselves at public expense. Illegal activities are not the primary focus of this report, but
they dramatically illustrate the lax regulation that characterizes the charter school industry.
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Section 1
Overbuilding: How many schools are too many?

T

he most fundamental question to ask about any type of school construction financing
is: how many schools are needed for the population? Paying for more schools than
are needed wastes taxpayer dollars. Furthermore, an oversupply of schools serves to
undermine the viability of any individual school. School funding is provided on a per-pupil
basis; when there are too many schools for the student population, many schools may lack
the funding to support building and administrative costs. In extreme cases, unregulated
charter school growth can create a destructive climate where financially insecure schools
raid each other for students and funding. Earlier this year, for instance, the New York Times
reported that in the city of Detroit, “the unchecked growth of charters has created a glut of
schools competing for some of the nation’s poorest students, enticing them to enroll with
cash bonuses, laptops, raffle tickets for iPads and bicycles. Leaders of charter and traditional
schools alike say they are being cannibalized, fighting so hard over students and the limited
public dollars that follow them that no one thrives.”32 Thus, it is critical for policy makers to
answer a central question about charter schools: how many are the right amount, and how
many are too much?
California has not reached Detroit’s level of crisis. But it’s not inconceivable that it might
be coming, because here too, charter growth is entirely unregulated. As long as a charter
operator can become authorized, it can access state facility funds. There is no point in any
of the programs that fund charter facilities at which agency staff are required to determine
whether an additional school is warranted in the proposed location. Again, the problem is
not that agency staff are making the wrong decision. Rather, they are simply not required—
nor authorized—to make any decision at all regarding potential overbuilding.
Needless to say, the existence of a “waiting list” is not in itself evidence that a new school is
warranted. Such anecdotal evidence is unreliable for several reasons. First, when exploring
options for their child, families typically consider multiple schools at once—both public
and charter—which means potential interest in a given school cannot be taken as a reliable
population count. Secondly, multiple studies find that charter schools spend a significant
share of their funding on marketing efforts—unmatched by public school districts. The
only known survey of charter school principals on this issue—conducted in the all-charter
district of New Orleans—found that principals were driven to expand market share,
disconnected from any focus on educational innovations. “Every kid is money,” principals
explained. “We all want our [student] numbers up so we can get more money, more
funding.” The primary response to this competition was not to improve academic standards,
but to invest in marketing—including hiring branding consultants, putting up billboards,
and retaining celebrities to promote one’s name.33 In the context of such advertising
campaigns, waitlists are a particularly poor measure of demand. Thus in Detroit, even while
the school district estimated it had 30,000 more classroom seats than there were students,
charter schools were still reporting waitlists.34 Clearly, this cannot be taken as a sign that the
city needs to build more charter schools. Of course, many traditional public schools also
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have waitlists, with particularly fierce competition for spots in magnet schools.35 But in the
public system, the mere existence of a waitlist does not trigger new facility funding. Instead,
elected officials consider the needs of the district as a whole—which schools of which types
in which locations are needed, and whether funding is better spent building new schools or
in improving the performance of existing schools.
When school districts want to build a new school, they typically must first show that there is
a need for additional classroom space in their district. The construction of public schools is
most commonly financed by general obligation bonds through the California Department
of Education (CDE).36 When a district applies bond funding, the CDE first determines
whether or not such investment is warranted by comparing the current number of
classroom seats with the expected population of students.37 State regulations stipulate that,
in order to be eligible for construction financing, “a district must demonstrate that existing
seating capacity is insufficient to house the pupils existing and anticipated in the district
using a five-year projection of enrollment.”38 A district that already has enough seats for all
its students is ineligible for new construction funding.
Charter schools, by contrast, are not subject to this constraint, and are frequently built in
districts that already have enough seats for the entire projected population. By examining
the time and place of school openings, it is possible to gauge the number of charter
schools that were built in places where public school construction would not have been
authorized.39 The results are concerning: a total of 447 California charter schools have
opened in places where there already were seats available for every student—representing
48% of all schools for which data is available. Furthermore, significant public funds were
committed to make these schools possible. Together, they received $111 million in rent
lease and mortgage subsidies under the SB740 program, $135 million in general obligation
bonds, $345 million on conduit bond financing, and $55 million in tax-credit subsidized
investments.

“School districts can generally only build a new school if the state certifies
that there is a need for more classroom space to serve the student
population. But charter schools are not subject to this constraint.”
But these numbers represent only those school districts for which sufficient data was
available to compare student population and classroom space. Because such data is
unavailable for close to half the state’s charter schools, the numbers cited above represent
a sample, rather than the total amounts spent on charter schools opened in places that
had no need for additional classroom space.40 If we assume the sample is representative
of charter schools as a whole, these findings suggest that as many as 800 California
charter schools may have been opened under such conditions. Assuming they received
a proportionate share of facility funding, these schools received nearly $190 million in
rent, lease, or mortgage reimbursement under the SB740 program, nearly $300 million
on general obligation bonds, $150 million in tax-credit financed investments, and over
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$560 million in conduit bond financing. At no point in the disbursement of any of these
funds did any agency determine whether more seats were warranted in a given district, or
whether building a new school in a given location was the best use of education dollars.
Charter advocates sometimes insist that no regulation whatsoever is warranted for charter
school construction—that schools function best in a free market with no barriers to entry.
But the charter sector is not a free market—it is heavily subsidized by taxpayer dollars. A
decision to open the spigot of public funding with no plan and no limitations would be
an abrogation of fiduciary responsibility. Indeed, such a suggestion is inconceivable in
almost any other type of public services. To put such a proposition in context, imagine if the
transportation department announced that it would no longer plan what roads to build,
but instead would allow any private contractor to build a road wherever it wanted. Cars
would be tracked by GPS and the state transportation budget would be doled out on a
per-car-mile basis to whatever privately owned roads people chose to use. Let them vote
with their steering wheels! If six different companies all decide to build a freeway from Los
Angeles to San Diego—even though travel data showed that traffic was sufficient to sustain
only two such roads—no problem; whoever ends up being most attractive will win, and the
others will gradually be abandoned and crumble to dust. It’s inconceivable that the state
might distribute hundreds of millions of taxpayer dollars in such an untargeted fashion.
But this is frighteningly close to what we are doing in our school system.
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Table 4: Sample of public funding for charter schools opened in communities that had no need for additional
classroom space

School

City

Rent/Lease
Reimbursement
(SB740)

Antioch Charter Academy II

Antioch

$186,737

Village Charter Academy

Canoga Park

$326,973

Lifeline Education Charter

Compton

$1,257,903

Wonderful College Prep
Academy

Delano

$2,255,567

Ballington Academy for the
Arts and Sciences

El Centro

$909,090

Valley Arts and Science
Academy (VASA)

Fresno

$675,414

New Millennium Secondary

Gardena

$637,921

Aspire Pacific Academy

Huntington
Park

$1,447,167

KIPP Comienza Community
Prep

Huntington
Park

$1,266,362

Animo Leadership High

Inglewood

PUC Lakeview Charter
Academy

General
Obligation
bonds

Conduit
bonds

Fed Tax
Credit-Backed
Investments

Federal
Facilities
Incentive
Grant

$250,000

$8,317,000

$680,186

$733,469

$10,258,974

Lakeview
Terrace

$1,322,211

$187,132

$4,830,280

Alliance Luskin Academy High

Los Angeles

$1,605,195

$559,135

$9,265,000

Camino Nuevo Charter
Academy

Los Angeles

$2,705,046

$29,557,192

$7,245,000

Celerity Dyad Charter

Los Angeles

$2,249,613

$688,728

KIPP Empower Academy

Los Angeles

$1,179,518

$7,181,250

$20,000

Aspire Summit Charter
Academy

Modesto

$1,343,903

$1,028,684

$242,514

Magnolia Science Academy 7

Northridge

$797,868

$392,333

ARISE High

Oakland

$797,985

Oakland Charter High

Oakland

$926,901

Montague Charter Academy

Pacoima

$433,414

Richmond Charter Academy

Richmond

$522,595

New Vision Middle

San Bernardino

$851,503

Albert Einstein Academy
Charter Middle

San Diego

$986,055

Health Sciences High

San Diego

$2,668,816

Urban Discovery Academy
Charter

San Diego

$1,689,743

PUC Nueva Esperanza
Charter Academy

San Fernando

$1,304,283

KIPP Bayview Academy

San Francisco

$649,011

Rocketship Alma Academy

San Jose

$1,792,758

$10,764,885

Orange County Educational
Arts Academy

Santa Ana

$2,516,870

$10,836,833

Roseland Charter

Santa Rosa

$1,814,013

TEAM Charter

Stockton

$1,119,668

$4,962,000

Academia Moderna

Walnut Park

$1,077,286

$7,600,000
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Revolving
Loan Funds

$10,587,459

$272,250
$78,466
$31,060

$250,000

$15,605,000
$7,800,000
$11,425,000

$710,106

$2,605,896
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Section 2:
Educational Quality: Funding mediocrity

P

resumably, charter construction is not limited to places where more classrooms are
needed because the rationale for opening charter schools is not that they supply
needed seats but that they provide a model of education that is new, different, or better
than that otherwise available in district schools. However, this presumption is not written
in to any of the charter facility financing laws. There is no requirement in any of the funding
programs that charter schools offer a teaching model, subject specialization, or standard of
excellence not found in nearby public schools. Nor, unfortunately, is there any evidence that
they do so.

“There is no requirement in any of the funding programs that charter
schools offer a teaching model, subject specialization, or standard of
excellence not found in nearby public schools.”
Measuring the quality of education provided by a given school is a notoriously difficult
undertaking. It is clear that standardized test scores are not an accurate measure, despite
often being used for this purpose. Such tests typically measure only reading and math,
measure test-taking skills more than educational content, and have no way of capturing
the many dimensions of academic and personal development that can’t be reduced to
multiple-choice exams. Research shows that the “subjective” grades given by high school
teachers are a better predictor of college success than the “objective” SAT or ACT exams—
presumably because teachers’ evaluations are based on a broader understanding of
students’ capacities, progress, and personalities.41 So too, recent data suggests that even
when charter schools succeed in raising high school students’ test scores, this “success”
has no discernible impact on students’ subsequent career prospects—suggesting that the
schools may have gotten good at drilling for tests, but not at preparing students for life.42
There is even more reason to discount the meaning of test scores when comparing charter
with traditional public schools. Many factors outside of school impact test scores—most
importantly, a student’s socio-economic status. To compare schools’ test scores in a
meaningful way, it is necessary to hold constant a range of demographic factors—
economic class, racial and ethnic background, parents’ education, and more—in order to
isolate the role of the school itself. In the past, the CDE created a “Schools Characteristic
Index,” which captured student demographic data and was used to measure a given
school’s test scores against a cohort of schools that serve similar populations.43 This system
was in use through 2012-13, when the CDE began work on a more sophisticated measure,
which had its preliminary release last month. In the absence of the CDE’s rankings, the
California Charter Schools Association (CCSA) developed its own set of demographic
controls and produced “similar schools” rankings for 2014-15 and 2015-16.44 Both these
measures, of course, control only for those characteristics that are measurable. But in so
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doing, they ignore critical ways in which charter and public school students differ from
one another. One recent statistical study concluded that most of the apparent advantage
of charter schools—after controlling for demographic factors—was due to factors such as
student motivation and parental involvement; when these were statistically accounted for,
the gap between charter and traditional public school performance evaporated entirely.
Comparing test scores using only measurable demographic controls, the author concluded,
“artificially inflates the measured performance of … charter schools while disadvantaging
students in [traditional public schools] for reasons that have nothing to do with the quality
of the education they provide to their students.”45
For all these reasons, test scores are not a reliable basis for comparing schools. Nevertheless,
in the section that follows I use test scores—with demographic controls—to examine the
profile of schools that have received public funding for charter facilities. My intention is not
necessarily to designate which schools are better than others, but to illustrate the extent
to which the quality of education offered by charter schools has been completely ignored
as a criteria for facility funding—even by the metrics established by the CDE and the
charter industry.
The most commonsense question for policy makers to ask when considering funding a
new charter school is this: will this school provide a superior quality of education to what is
already available in nearby public schools? Surprisingly, this question is never asked, nor has
the data been assembled to easily answer it. This report answers that question for the first
time, and for three-quarters of California charter schools, the answer is negative
To address this question, I used data from the most recent year calculated by the CDE
(the 2012-13 school year), and compared a school’s Academic Performance Index (API)
score with those of schools that serve a demographically similar student population and
are located within ten miles. The CCSA defines ten miles as the distance within which
schools may be considered to draw on the same body of students.46 Because many schools’
populations are too small to carry out the demographic calculations needed, this data is
not comprehensive. However, data are available for 635 charter schools, representing 60%
of all charters open in 2012-13. For only 163 of these schools—or 25.6%—did the charter
produce test scores that were superior to those of nearby public schools serving similar
students. For three-quarters of these schools—or 471 schools in total—the charter did not
produce a quality of education superior to that already being provided to similar students in
the surrounding public school system.
These results are not surprising. National data show that while both charter and public
schools can be excellent or inferior, charter school performance on average is no better
than that of traditional public schools. 47 By failing to establish standards of excellence that
charter schools must meet in order to qualify for public facilities funding, taxpayers have
been spending huge sums on schools that do nothing to raise education standards. The 471
schools that are known to have produced test scores no better than those in nearby public
schools received $540 million in direct taxpayer funding—$190 million in SB740 facility
grants and $350 million in general obligation bonds—in addition to over half a billion dollars
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in conduit bond financing and $238 million in tax-credit financed investments. If we assume
that these schools are representative of charter performance as a whole, this suggests that an
estimated 1,200 of the nearly 1,700 California charter schools that have been opened in the
past 25 years have failed to provide superior performance to that already available in nearby
public schools. And the public has paid for these schools’ buildings at an estimated cost to
taxpayers of nearly $1 billion.48 This is simply an astounding amount of money to have spent
with no preconditions for educational performance.
Table 5: Sample charter schools with nearby traditional public schools that serve a similar
student population and produce higher test scores
School

City

Rent/Lease
reimbursement
(SB740)

General
Obligation
bonds

Conduit bonds

Blue Oak Charter

Chico

$1,294,808

Lifeline Education Charter

Compton

$1,257,903

Imagine Schools at Imperial Valley

El Centro

$3,082,748

Heritage K-8 Charter

Escondido

$3,131,423

$17,400,400

Valley Arts and Science Academy
(VASA)

Fresno

$675,414

$0

New Millennium Secondary

Gardena

$637,921

$0

Alliance Collins Family
College-Ready High

Huntington Park

$1,898,087

$2,789,286

Animo Inglewood Charter High

Inglewood

$2,465,223

$8,260,000

New City

Long Beach

$1,333,874

Alliance Ouchi-O'Donovan
6-12 Complex

Los Angeles

$3,309,298

$608,934

$15,795,000

Camino Nuevo Charter Academy

Los Angeles

$2,705,046

$29,557,192

$7,245,000

KIPP Academy of Opportunity

Los Angeles

$1,097,385

$372,941

$4,631,667

Aspire Summit Charter Academy

Modesto

$1,343,903

Aspire ERES Academy

Oakland

$345,384

Lighthouse Community Charter

Oakland

$1,102,500

Bert Corona Charter

Pacoima

$1,274,300

School of Arts and Enterprise

Pomona

$1,974,690

Magnolia Science Academy

Reseda

$1,958,433

Richmond College Preparatory

Richmond

$139,030

Oasis Charter Public

Salinas

$918,625

Hardy Brown College Prep

San Bernardino

$1,266,310

Health Sciences High

San Diego

$2,668,816

$7,800,000

King-Chavez Preparatory Academy

San Diego

$1,399,333

$4,800,000

Rocketship Discovery Prep

San Jose

$1,592,311

$1,659,885

High Tech High North County

San Marcos

$519,367

$9,775,000

Orange County Educational
Arts Academy

Santa Ana

$2,516,870

$10,836,833

Aspire River Oaks Charter

Stockton

$1,106,967

$6,845,000
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Federal TaxCredit Backed
Investments

$17,537,000

$1,028,684
$7,412,382

$1,509,934
$12,000,000

$660,152

$6,412,333

$19,580,000
$10,500,000
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Unethical Practices: Case Studies
Because it is almost impossible to prevent companies from opening charter schools
in California, and because charter operators are able to access large public subsidies
without having to offer a superior educational product, the charter industry has
become an attractive site for hucksters, charlatans, and a parade of characters seeking
to enrich themselves at public expense. In Fall 2016, The Washington Post ran a four-part
series describing a “never-ending stream of charter scandals coming from California.”49
Dispersed throughout this report are three examples, all from the past year, of charter
operators engaged in practices that district, state, or federal officials found unethical,
but that did not prevent them from receiving generous public financing for school
facilities. These stories do not, of course, represent the majority of charter schools—but
they serve as a critical warning of insufficient regulatory oversight in this industry.

Case Study 1 –
Magnolia Schools: Importing foreign teachers
The Magnolia CMO is a chain of 11 charter schools with reputed ties to the international
movement headed by Turkish cleric Fethullah Gulen.50 In recent years, the Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI) has raided charter schools with ties to Gulen in Louisiana, Ohio,
Indiana, and Illinois, suspecting that money intended for education was instead being
siphoned off to support the Gulen movement. A Georgia audit found three schools
engaged in bid-rigging to vendors with Gulen ties. A New York audit found one school
had leased its building in a manner that netted millions of dollars for a local company
with ties to Turkey. In Illinois, a charter group tied to Gulen is under federal investigation
for funneling more than $5 million in federal grant money to insiders and away from the
intended purpose of extending internet access to schools with low-income students.51
Among the concerns is that Gulen-affiliated charter schools have a practice of recruiting
large numbers of teachers from Turkey, who are brought to work in American charter
schools on H-1B visas. There is no clear pedagogical reason to employer Turkish rather
than American staff—the Gulen schools do not offer Turkish language instruction and
there is no evidence that the migrant teachers were superior to Californians in reading,
math, or any other part of the school’s curriculum. However, according to reports, the
imported Turkish teachers may be required to make a “donation” of up to 40% of their
salaries to the national organization; those that refuse might have their visas cancelled
and employment terminated.52 Indeed, one employee of a Gulen-affiliated school in
Colorado recounts making monthly trips to deliver briefcases full of cash—contributions
from Turkish teachers in Colorado—to the Santa Ana offices of the Accord Institute for
Education Research, a provider of educational materials for the national network of
Gulen-related schools.53
In California, the Magnolia schools spent nearly $1 million to secure visas for 97 Turkish
teachers, along with their families.54 LAUSD additionally found that Magnolia had
established close financial ties with Accord, paying the company an average of $600,000
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per year between 2009-14 at a time when the CMO itself had a $1.66 million deficit.55
Indeed, it is difficult to disentangle one company from the other: Magnolia and Accord
shared a lease in the same office building, and two of Accord’s three board members
previously served on the Magnolia board.56
As with the Celerity case (see Case Study 2), it took great effort and several years before
district staff could even attempt to exert control over Magnolia’s practices.57 In 2014, the
district announced that it would not renew the charters for Magnolia Science Academies
#6 and #7, citing a pattern of “fiscal mismanagement.” Magnolia sued the District and
ultimately won an agreement that renewed the charters conditional on Magnolia’s
terminating its relationship with Accord and opening its financial records to district
inspectors.58 However, the district reported that Magnolia did not comply with the promise
of transparency, and in October 2016 the LAUSD Board voted unanimously to revoke the
charters of Magnolia Science Academies #1, #2, and #3. Like Celerity, Magnolia appealed
this decision to the Los Angeles County Office of Education, which voted to approve the
three charters.59 At present, all 11 of Magnolia’s schools remain open for business.
Throughout this period, the schools also enjoyed financial support from a number of
charter facility funds. Collectively, Magnolia schools have received $3.4 million in SB740
grants, $6 million in conduit bonds, and $8.5 million in general obligation bonds.60 The
long history of concerns raised by Magnolia’s practices does not constitute evidence of
criminal activity. But in the context of scarce educational resources, it might be taken as
reason to avoid further investment in the chain. Instead, even after LAUSD voted not to
renew the charters for Magnolia Science Academies #6 and #7, these schools continued
to receive SB740 funding, collecting a total of nearly $700,000 in the years since the
district’s negative ruling.
Even according to data from the CCSA itself, most charter schools do not appear to have
provided the type of superior teaching that would drive up area standards. Again, the
legislative aim in creating charter schools was not simply to fund a parallel network of
uninspiring but privately operated schools. Rather, by freeing educators to experiment with
new techniques, California aimed to produce schools that were such dramatic improvements
over what came before that their success would spur the rest of the school system to emulate
their methods. It’s hard to formulate this goal in terms of test scores, but one reasonable
expectation might be that successful charter schools would, at minimum, rank in the top 30%
of schools serving student bodies similar to their own. CCSA’s “similar schools” measure aims
to capture this ranking by comparing each charter school with a cohort of demographically
similar schools.61 Unfortunately, the CCSA survey shows that nearly two-thirds of current
charter schools fail this test.62 Of the 1,025 schools for which CCSA reports data in 2015-16,
645, or 63% of the total, are ranked in the 70th percentile or below compared with other
California schools serving similar students.63 The schools so identified by CCSA received
nearly $480 million in direct tax dollars (a combination of SB740 funds and general obligation
bonds), $150 million in investments backed by federal tax credits, and over $700 million in
tax-exempt conduit bond financing.
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While scholars and policy makers may debate which performance measure is best, what is
most clear from the history of facility funding is that no measure whatsoever is required for
tax dollars to be awarded to charter facilities. Indeed, according to the CCSA survey, there are
161 charter schools that rank among the worst of the worst—scoring in the bottom 10% of
schools that serve similar student populations.64 Yet even these schools have been supported
by $44 million in SB740 funds, $57 million in general obligation bonds, $40 million in taxcredit investments, and $85 million in conduit bond financing.65
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Table 6: Sample of charter schools identified by the California Charter School Association (CCSA)
in the bottom 10% of schools serving similar student populations in 2015-16, with public
facility funding
School

City

Rent & Lease
Fed
Incentive
General
Reimbursment
Conduit bonds Tax-Credit Backed Federal
Grant Total
Obligation bonds
(SB740)
Investments

Aveson Global Leadership
Academy

Altadena

$1,181,752

GOALS Academy

Anaheim

$200,014

Antioch Charter Academy II

Antioch

$186,737

Multicultural Learning Center

Canoga Park

$1,420,600

El Centro

$3,082,748

Imagine Schools at Imperial
Valley
Heritage Digital Academy
Charter Middle
Valley Arts and Science
Academy (VASA)

Escondido

$563,137

Fresno

$675,414

$1,171,352

$5,683,100

Muir Charter

Grass Valley

$3,276,155

Academia Avance Charter

Highland Park

$1,373,569

iLEAD Lancaster Charter

Lancaster

$962,945

Academy of Science and
Engineering

Los Angeles

$655,047

Alliance Kory Hunter Middle

Los Angeles

$418,830

Los Angeles

$1,155,709

Los Angeles

$1,867,076

Los Angeles

$864,534

$9,905,000

Aspire Monarch Academy

Oakland

$833,455

$1,509,934

Aspire Triumph Technology
Academy

Oakland

$407,836

Live Oak Charter

Petaluma

Manzanita Middle

Richmond

$311,492

REACH Leadership Academy

Riverside

$608,857

Millennium Charter High

Salinas

$321,213

Norton Space and
Aeronautics Academy

San Bernardino

$937,233

Public Safety Academy

San Bernardino

$992,681

Innovations Academy

San Diego

$330,329

$5,000,000

San Diego Cooperative
Charter

San Diego

$169,462

$11,000,000

PUC Inspire Charter Academy

San Fernando

$304,368

San Marcos

$230,471

Los Angeles International
Charter High
Los Feliz Charter School for
the Arts
View Park Preparatory
Accelerated Charter Middle

Stockton

Valley Life Charter

Visalia

Bella Mente Montessori
Academy

Vista

$1,229,703

Ivy Academia

West Hills

$2,683,890

Twin Rivers Charter

Yuba City

$1,260,575
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$9,265,000
$928,249

$188,544

$5,310,500
$140,250

$441,521
$142,177

$3,269,000
$10,070,734

Santa Rosa

Van Nuys

$221,299

$1,089,224

High Tech Middle North
County
Santa Rosa Charter School for
the Arts
Aspire Benj. Holt College
Preparatory Academy
North Valley Military Insti.
Coll. Prep. Academy
Charter HS of Arts-Multimedia
& Performing

Sun Valley

$184,391

$1,365,333
$443,272

$6,845,000
$172,915

$374,995
$78,540

$3,836,043
$896,366

$12,746
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Schools that provide neither needed space nor superior education
It is difficult to combine diverse data sets into a single measure, particularly when each set
is incomplete in a different way. Thus it is not possible to seamlessly combine the analysis of
schools built in places where no additional classrooms were needed with that of schools that did
not provide superior education to what was already available in nearby public schools. Further,
missing data may skew the outcome; for instance, it appears that the share of schools that opened
where no additional classrooms were needed was higher after 2013—but no data on comparative
school performance is available for this period.66
Nevertheless, even with these limitations, it appears that at least 30% of charter schools fail both
tests—they were opened in places that needed no additional classrooms, and they failed to
provide an education that was better than that offered in nearby public schools. Assuming this
proportion is evenly distributed across all schools, and accounting only for the funding tracked in
this report, Californians provided these schools combined facilities funding of over $750 million, at
a net cost to taxpayers of nearly $400 million.67
Table 7: Sample of charter schools opened in communities that had no need for additional classroom
space, and where nearby public schools performed better, with facilities funding
School

City

Lifeline Education Charter

Compton

Valley Arts and Science
Academy (VASA)

Rent and Lease
Reimbursment
(SB740)

General
Obligation
bonds

Conduit bonds

Fed
Tax-Credit
Backed
Investments

$1,257,903

$0

$0

Fresno

$675,414

$0

$0

New Millennium Secondary

Gardena

$637,921

$0

$0

Aspire Pacific Academy

Huntington
Park

$1,447,167

$0

$8,317,000

Century Community Charter

Inglewood

$1,228,355

$0

$0

Los Angeles

$1,782,311

$0

$0 $8,041,387$0

Los Angeles

$989,856

$20,269,344

$0

Los Angeles

$2,705,046

$29,557,192

$7,245,000

Los Angeles

$1,867,076

$0

$0

Modesto

$1,343,903

$0

$1,028,684

ARISE High

Oakland

$797,985

$0

$0

North Oakland Community
Charter

Oakland

$558,259

$0

$0

Montague Charter Academy

Pacoima

$433,414

$78,466

$0

New Vision Middle

San Bernardino

$851,503

$0

$0

Albert Einstein Academy
Charter Middle

San Diego

$986,055

$0

$15,605,000

Health Sciences High

San Diego

$2,668,816

$7,800,000

$0

King-Chavez Preparatory
Academy

San Diego

$1,399,333

$4,800,000

$19,580,000

ACE Empower Academy

San Jose

$1,435,659

$0

$0

San Jose

$1,969,594

$0

$1,659,885

Santa Ana

$2,516,870

$0

$10,836,833

Walnut Park

$1,077,286

$0

$7,600,000

Alliance Cindy and Bill Simon
Technology Academy High
Alliance Morgan McKinzie
High
Camino Nuevo Charter
Academy
Los Feliz Charter School for
the Arts
Aspire Summit Charter
Academy

Rocketship Los Suenos
Academy
Orange County Educational
Arts Academy
Academia Moderna
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Federal
Incentive
Grantl

$680,186

$242,514

$7,614

$710,106
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Section 3:
The costs of unregulated building

T

he lack of meaningful targeting for charter facility funding has cost taxpayers hundreds
of millions of dollars in misspent funds.

In addition to these direct costs, however, overbuilding also exacts costs on existing
public schools and school districts, which are no less serious. This is primarily due to the
fact that under state law, school funding is based on student attendance; when a student
moves from a district school to an independent charter school (i.e., not under the district’s
oversight), his or her prorated share of school funding follows them.68 When a charter school
opens in an area that already has sufficient classroom space for the student population,
it can only fill its own classrooms by drawing students away from existing schools. Thus,
overbuilding of charter schools necessarily entails lost funding for traditional public schools
and school districts. If schools and district offices could simply reduce their own operations
and expenses in proportion to the lost revenue, there would be no fiscal shortfall.
Unfortunately, however, this is not the case.
If, for instance, a given school loses 5% of its student body—and that loss is spread evenly
across all grade levels—the school may be unable to lay off even a single teacher. Even
where schools are able to consolidate classes and reduce core teaching staffs, there are a
host of costs that cannot be reduced. So too, the costs of maintaining school equipment
and buildings cannot be reduced in response to falling enrollments. Unless the enrollment
falloff is so steep as to force school closures, the expense of heating and cooling schools,
running cafeterias, maintaining digital and wireless technologies, paving parking lots, and
shoveling snow is unchanged by modest declines in enrollment. In addition, both individual
schools and school districts bear significant administrative responsibilities that cannot
be cut in response to falling enrollment. This includes planning bus routes and operating
transportation systems; developing and auditing budgets; managing teacher training and
employee benefits; applying for grants and certifying compliance with federal and state
regulations; reviewing curricula and purchasing appropriate instructional materials; and the
everyday work of principals, librarians, and guidance counselors.
It is only recently that analysts have attempted to measure what part of district expenses
are fixed, and estimates vary significantly. In 2016, the MGT Consulting Group conducted
a detailed study of the Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD), concluding that 55%
of the district’s costs were fixed, and only 45% variable. On this basis, MGT estimated
that the diversion of students to charter schools costs the district over $500 million per
year.69 Another study examined two of the country’s leading cities for charter schools and
calculated the share of school district costs that are fixed in place even when enrollment
declines as ranging between 33% and 45%.70 Even at the lowest of these estimates,
however, the impact is significant: a 33% rate suggests that charter growth in Los Angeles
poses a cost of $300 million per year in uncompensated fixed costs.71
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Furthermore, beyond shifting costs, the proliferation of charter schools may also increase
the total costs of a school system. One study notes that “charter school entry into a district
typically increases the number of school buildings used to serve students, increasing facility
and related maintenance costs.” 72 When the creation of new schools is no longer tied to
student population growth but rather is open to any number of entrepreneurs bent on
capturing market share, the inevitable result is an increased number of schools for the same
population of students. In Albany, New York, for instance, over the course of a decade the
district went from 10,380 students in 17 schools to just slightly more students—10,568—
but in 24 schools, including 15 district facilities and nine charter schools. 73 Adding more
schools for the same number of students increases total utility, maintenance, and student
transportation costs.
While all school districts may face budgetary concerns as a result of charter expansion,
these impacts fall hardest on districts where the student population as a whole is declining.
In areas where the population is growing, charter schools may simply absorb part of that
growth. In districts with shrinking student populations, however, school systems already
struggling to meet student needs with diminishing resources are faced with dramatic
additional cuts in funding. In a system that already has more schools than are needed for
its population, the government is adding yet further classroom space. “It seems illogical at
best,” education finance scholar Bruce Baker explains, “to expand chartering in contracting
markets. A centrally managed district would not be likely to open new schools and
disperse students more sparsely in a context of declining enrollment.”74 Similarly, Moody’s
Investors Service warns that the districts likely to suffer the greatest financial stress are
those facing falling student populations, located in states with a “liberal approval process
for new charters” and “few limits on growth,” and that provide “generous funding” for charter
expansion.75 Unfortunately, this precisely describes California’s regulatory climate, and the
challenge facing Los Angeles in particular.
LAUSD’s student population peaked in 2002-03, and has been falling steadily since that
time.76 Yet throughout this period, the charter industry has continuously expanded. From
2003-04 to present, 300 new charter schools have opened in LAUSD with the help of
hundreds of millions of tax dollars and taxpayer-subsidized funding.
Thus, overbuilding imposes significant concrete costs on public school students and
school districts. Some of these costs would be the same whether there was overbuilding
of traditional public or charter schools. But there are additional costs associated specifically
with the overbuilding of charter schools. Under state law, charter schools receive the
same per-pupil funding as do traditional public schools. However, the particular nature of
charter schools has led them to enroll a student body that, on average, is less needy and
less expensive to educate. One area in which charter operations differ significantly from
traditional public schools is their treatment of special education students. The result of this
discrepancy is that charter schools end up with disproportionately greater funding and
lower costs, while traditional public schools bear higher costs with lower funding. Thus,
the expansion of charter schools forces even greater costs on public schools and school
districts, beyond the standard costs of overbuilding.
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Case Study 2 –
Celerity Schools: Funding excess
The Celerity CMO operates a chain of eight schools in Southern California. Its CEO, Vielka
McFarlane, is the highest paid leader of any CMO in the state; both she and the CEO of
Celerity’s parent corporation earn nearly $500,000 per year.77 LAUSD officials have been
suspicious of the company’s practices for several years. As far back as 2013, officials noted
that Celerity had created a new parent company—without the district’s knowledge—and
was funneling large sums of money to that entity. District staff complained that Celerity had
“a track record of expending funds on non-school-related transactions.” 78
In fact, Celerity was paying nearly $700 per student per year to its parent corporation,
amounting to over $2 million in payments to a company that was not part of the approved
charter and whose board members were not disclosed to district staff. Later investigations
found that McFarland had held executive positions in the CMO, the parent Celerity Global,
and a third related company, and had conducted financial transactions between the three
operations.79 According to Celerity teachers, McFarlane often travelled by chauffeured
limousine and the company hosted lavish parties for top executives even while its schools
lacked money for basic classroom supplies and pressed students to help with fundraising.80
In the 2015-16 academic year alone, Celerity was found to have made payments totaling
over $5 million to a series of related corporations, even while the school organization itself
was operating at a deficit. 81 Throughout this period, district staff regularly voiced concern
that Celerity was not providing the financial transparency required by law.
Despite its suspicions, the district had a hard time reining in Celerity. In 2015, the CMO
petitioned to open two new charter schools, and LAUSD denied its request, citing concerns
of unorthodox financial practices. Celerity, however, appealed to the State Board of
Education, which authorized the new schools to open.82 In October 2016, Celerity asked
LAUSD to renew two of its charters for additional five-year terms. Again, the district board
members voted unanimously to close the schools, but Celerity appealed to the State Board
of Education, which has yet to rule on the issue.83
Finally, in January 2017, officers from seven federal agencies—including the FBI,
Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Criminal
Investigation Division, and the U.S. Department of Education’s Inspector General—raided
Celerity’s corporate offices, seizing records and computers. Agents also arrived with guns
drawn at McFarlane’s home, where they confiscated financial records.84 Information about
this case remains under seal, and charges have not yet been announced nor adjudicated.85
It seems clear, however, that federal agencies shared some of the same concerns that
district staff had been voicing for years but had been unable to act on.
Throughout this period, the Celerity operation received generous public funding for
its facilities, including nearly $5 million in SB740 funds and $2.2 million in LAUSD bond
funding. Indeed, the two schools whose charter renewal was unanimously opposed by
LAUSD continue to receive SB740 funding in the 2016-17 school year.86
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Special education
By state law, California’s special education funding is apportioned to a charter school not
based on the number of students with disabilities or the type of impairments they face,
but simply based on total enrollment; the funding formula essentially assumes that all
schools bear a roughly equal distribution of special needs students.87 However, charter
schools typically enroll a smaller proportion of special needs students than do traditional
public schools.88 And as this report indicates, the special needs students they do enroll are
often concentrated among those with more mild needs, leaving traditional public schools
to serve those with the most severe needs that require more costly services.89 This in turn
creates an inequality in funding—with charter schools receiving money for needs they
don’t serve and traditional public schools responsible for meeting needs they’re not funded
to provide for.
California special education is overseen by “Special Education Local Plan Areas” (SELPA).
Traditional public schools are affiliated with their local SELPA, which generally pools funding
from all area schools and uses it to serve the neediest students, wherever they may be
enrolled. Further, since the cost of special education is not fully met by dedicated funds,
traditional public schools typically also provide a share of their standard per-pupil funding
to their district or SELPA in order to meet these additional costs. However, charter schools
have been permitted to affiliate with a SELPA of their choice, even if far removed from the
school’s location.90
One of the state’s fastest-growing SELPAs is El Dorado County’s charter-only SELPA, whose
number of affiliated charter schools has grown in just five years from 41 in 2011 to 264 in
2016.91 The affiliates include many of the state’s largest CMO chains. Schools affiliated with
the Alliance chain in Los Angeles, KIPP in San Francisco and Oakland, King-Chavez in San
Diego, and Rocketship in San Jose all have their special education needs met by rural El
Dorado County, hundreds of miles away in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada. This flood of
long-distance affiliation may reflect a substantial financial incentive. For instance, where the
LAUSD SELPA traditionally retained 100% of a school’s special education funding, along with
a contribution from each schools’ general fund, most charter schools associated with the El
Dorado SELPA pay the SELPA no more than 5% of their special education funding, keeping
the rest.92 In return, of course, the El Dorado SELPA also provides more limited services, and
these schools are responsible for meeting their students’ needs. But for schools with limited
numbers of special education students—or whose students’ needs are sufficiently mild
that a school’s staff can meet them with minimal need for outside professional help—the
arrangement may make financial sense. All ten schools in the Rocketship chain, for instance,
were affiliated with the El Dorado SELPA in 2015-16, with special education students
accounting for just 5.5% of their combined student body—less than half the statewide
average.93 Such schools may realize substantial savings by retaining average per-pupil
special education funding while serving below-average needs. But as a result, their home
districts are left serving the neediest children but without the needed resources.
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Beyond their overall number of special education students, the schools affiliated with El
Dorado County appear to enroll students with relatively mild needs. In the most recent
year for which data is available, these schools served a below-average share of students
with autism or intellectual disabilities, and an above-average share of higher-functioning
students facing problems such as dyslexia or ADHD.94
Because charter schools have the legal option of affiliating with distant, low-cost SELPAs,
their home districts cannot compel them to contribute toward the cost of educating
the community’s neediest students. Instead, in response to the flood of charter schools
affiliating with low-cost SELPAs, Los Angeles’s school district has sought to lure charters into
affiliating with the LAUSD SELPA by offering them discounted options for affiliation. Under
the new terms, charter schools may contribute a level of funding that is significantly less
than traditional public schools, but higher than the 5% charged by the El Dorado SELPA.95
It is clearly better for Los Angeles’ special needs students to have charter schools affiliate
with the LAUSD SELPA under these new terms rather than be completely disaffiliated. But
even the new options represent a loss of revenue—and a burden on the district and the
traditional public schools within it—compared to having charter schools treated the same
as other district schools.
The total amount of funding lost by these arrangements remains a subject of debate.96 But
the essence of the problem is clear. If the state chooses to build new schools that receive
funding disproportionate to the needs they serve, this imposes real and growing costs
on traditional public schools in the surrounding district. Whatever choice policy makers
may prefer, these costs must be taken into account as part of the policy planning process.
Unfortunately, as the facility financing system now functions, there is no place in the
process for these costs to be weighed.

Section 4;
Funding small start-ups or corporate charter chains?

B

eyond the simple issue of overbuilding charter schools, facility funding has served to
underwrite the industry’s domination by large CMO chains rather than small start-ups.
One of the central purposes of creating the charter school system was to spur innovation.
Legislators aimed to incentivize groups of teachers or parents to create experimental
schools that, freed from the burden of bureaucratic regulations, would try out new ideas in
schools they could run according to their own vision. Unfortunately, legislators never wrote
these goals into funding formulas. And without such requirements, funding has served a far
different purpose than originally envisioned.
If a system of new schools were intended to encourage innovation and experimentation,
funding would be focused on start-ups—allowing local groups of teachers, parents,
community groups, and social entrepreneurs to launch a wide diversity of models.
Over time, funding would support a process of continual improvement that repeatedly
promoted new generations of innovators who could improve on what came before.
Instead, facility funding has become a pipeline for replicating the same model over and over
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again, a process which has made it that much harder for innovative start-ups to secure the
funding needed to try out new ideas.
Nearly 1,700 charter schools have opened in California since the early 1990s. More than
two-thirds of these are, in fact, small local initiatives—single schools, or at most, a pair of
schools coordinated by a parent organization. But this is not where state funding is focused.
Instead, it is disproportionately concentrated among the less than one-third of schools that
are owned by CMOs that operate chains of between three and 30 schools.
While CMO chains account for just 28.5% of all charter schools in the state, they have
received nearly half of all funding under SB740, two-thirds of the revenue from state general
obligation bonds, three-quarters of the tax-subsidized conduit bonds issued by the CSFA,
and nearly 80% of investments supported by the federal NMTC. Indeed, even within this
group, an even more disproportionate share of funding has been taken by just four large
CMO chains—Aspire, KIPP, Alliance, and Animo/Green Dot. Together, these four companies
account for 22% of all SB740 funding since 2009, one-quarter of general obligation bonds
issued by CSFA, 45% of CSFA’s conduit bond funding, and nearly one-half of all California
investments subsidized by the New Market Tax Credit. Because CMOs tend to concentrate in
cities, their domination of charter facility funding is even greater in urban areas. Within Los
Angeles’s school district, for instance, CMOs account for 62% of all SB740 funds distributed
since 2009, 80% of both state and district-issued general obligation bonds, nearly 80% of
conduit bonds, and 90% of New Market Tax Credit-backed investments.
Figure 5
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This concentration of resources promotes conformity rather than innovation. CMO chains
are not organizations that encourage experimentation among their educators. In the
Rocketship chain, for instance, the corporate home office selects instructional materials and
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dictates curricula for all the CMO’s schools—both in California and across the country. If a
Rocketship teacher or even principal believes a given software product is not appropriate
for a set of students, they are not permitted either to select a different program or to
provide an alternative to online instruction; all students are required to use the products
assigned by the company’s corporate office. In this way, Rocketship is a more centralized,
command-and-control system than the public school districts charter advocates are wont
to criticize.97
In this sense, the concentration of funding among the largest and most established charter
chains functions in a manner that is opposite to what legislators intended when launching
the charter industry.

Section 5:
Public dollars for private property

C

MOs’ managerial sophistication may serve them well in securing public funding, but
it has also led them—along with some independent charter schools—to develop
strategies for using public tax dollars to purchase buildings that become the company’s
private property. Depending on the source of funding, charter school ownership rights
may be highly restricted or completely unencumbered. If a school’s construction costs are
funded by general obligation bonds, for instance, the buildings cannot be sold or used for
anything other than the authorized charter school; if the charter is revoked or the school
closes, the district retains control of the property.98 Charter schools constructed with
conduit bonds, by contrast, become the private property of the charter operator, and even
if the charter is revoked, neither the state nor a local school district can take control of this
property.99 Schools constructed with private funding subsidized by New Market Tax Credits
or acquired with private funds but whose mortgage payments are reimbursed through
SB740 funds are typically owned without restriction. In the event that such schools close
down, their owners may be free to turn the buildings into condominiums or retail space, or
sell them at a profit. In such cases, neither the school district nor any other public body is
entitled to recoup the public dollars that have gone toward creating the facility.
Privately owned school buildings pose policy as well as financial challenges for elected
officials. If a privately owned school is performing poorly and a board of education wants to
cancel its charter, the board cannot simply replace the school with a better set of educators.
Because the property is privately owned, a district can shutter such a school only if it is
prepared to construct a new building in which to house displaced students. In this sense,
each time taxpayers fund the construction of a privately owned school building, they
restrict the scope of choices available to future parents and policy makers. As CMOs grow
into chains of privately owned schools, they are in danger of becoming “too big to fail”—
reaching a point where education officials can no longer afford to hold them accountable,
because they cannot afford to close and replace them.
The programs that fund charter facilities were not originally intended to create private real
estate empires. For instance, the Charter School Facility Grant Program—the single largest
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source of direct funding for charter school buildings—is legally restricted to funding “facility
rents or leases,” not mortgage payments.100 However, as described above, charter schools
have effectively upended this restriction through the use of subsidiary LLCs whose sole
purpose is to own buildings that the school then leases with SB740 funds. Since the parent
corporation owns both the school and the LLC, the lease is a legal fiction. But it’s a fiction
that has worked to turn tens of millions of dollars of taxpayer dollars into a source of cash for
buying privately owned buildings.
The single most ambitious exemplar of this practice is the Alliance College-Ready Public
Schools network of charter schools.101 With generous public support, Alliance has built
a portfolio of privately owned Los Angeles-area real estate now worth in excess of $200
million, owned by a network of 24 separate LLCs.102

“SB740 funds are legally allowed only for rent or leases. But CMOs have
created subsidiary LLCs that officially own the property and then “lease”
it to schools. In this way, CMOs have turned tens of millions of taxpayer
dollars into a source of cash for buying privately owned buildings.”
Alliance has enjoyed generous public support for its real estate growth. In just the past
eight years, Alliance schools have received more than $32 million in direct taxpayer funding
through the Charter School Facility Grant Program.103 The CMO has also received over
$20 million in general obligation bonds and nearly $150 million in conduit bond funding
through a combination of state agencies. Finally, the Alliance schools have received over
$97 million in financing through the federal NMTC. The NMTC and conduit bond funds do
not constitute direct taxpayer expenditures, but both are subsidized by generous tax breaks
for investors, with a combined cost to taxpayers of nearly $60 million.104 All told, it appears
that Alliance has enjoyed over $110 million in federal and state tax taxpayer support for its
facilities. Yet the schools built with these funds do not belong to the public, but instead are
part of a growing empire of privately owned real estate.105
Nearly half the Alliance schools were built in places where the CDE determined that there
already were enough classrooms for the student population. And while Alliance schools are
generally highly ranked by the CCSA, even the chain’s poorly ranked schools have received
significant public subsidies. The Alliance Kory Hunter Middle School, for instance, has
received over $400,000 in direct funding from the Charter School Facility Program and $9.2
million in conduit bond financing from the CSFA, yet even CCSA deemed it a failure, ranking
it in the bottom 10% of schools serving similar populations in 2016. Indeed, even those
Alliance schools that are justified neither by student population need nor by educational
performance have received generous government funding. Alliance’s Cindy & Bill Simon
Technology Academy High School, for instance, opened in Los Angeles in 2010 at a time
when there were already more than enough classrooms for the student population. Since
then, it has consistently been ranked in the bottom half of schools serving similar student
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bodies—and twice in the bottom 20%.106 It seems, then, that there was no reason for this
school to be opened—it satisfied no need for classroom space and performed worse than
similar schools. Nevertheless, the government has supported this school with $1.7 million
in funding from the Charter School Facility Grant Program and an $8 million investment
through the New Market Tax Credits program, and it is currently listed as a private asset of
the Alliance group valued at $7.8 million.107 And if regulators determined not to renew the
school’s charter, the state would need to find a new school for its 500+ students, despite
having committed millions of dollars to the now unusable Alliance property.

Figure 6
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Case Study 3 –
Tri-Valley Learning Corporation: Wheeling and dealing
with school property
When Tri-Valley Learning Corporation first petitioned to open a pair of schools in
Livermore, its application was rejected by both the local school district and the Alameda
County Office of Education; only after appealing to the state board was the company
able to obtain a charter.108 Tri-Valley went on to open two schools in Stockton, in addition
to those in Livermore, and received more than $60 million in conduit bond funding
between 2012-2015—only to be discovered in 2016 to have engaged in activities
that led to Notices of Violation filed against the company by both school districts,
cancellation of two of its charters, the loss of school accreditation, and the company
filing for bankruptcy.109
In Livermore, the Tri Valley-owned Livermore Valley Charter School was housed in a
building owned by the local school district until the company sought bond funding
to build its own privately owned campus. In 2012, the company was awarded a total
of $42.5 million in bond funding to purchase and renovate the new location.110 But
this deal was structured in ways that suggest it might have served purposes other
than student education. The bonds for purchasing and renovating the Livermore
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property were underwritten by the firm of Westhof, Cone & Holmstedt.111 In turn, two
of the firm’s principals were owners of the land that Tri-Valley bought.112 Thus, the firm
underwrote a deal that used state-sponsored bond funding to buy a property that its
principals already owned—presumably at a profit.
In Stockton, Tri-Valley’s Acacia Elementary and Acacia Middle schools rent rather than
own their facilities. But according to district documents, the property rented by the
company’s elementary school is owned by a company with a history of business ties
to Tri-Valley’s then-CEO, Bill Batchelor.113 According to a district survey, comparable
space in the Stockton market rents for approximately $1.25 per square foot; the Acacia
schools are paying $4.45 per square foot, or three and one-half times market rate.114 A
significant portion of these inflated rates were directly paid by the state. Under the
Charter School Facility Grant Program, any charter school is eligible to have taxpayers
reimburse up to 75% of its rental cost of—with no requirement that schools be
charged a fair market rent. Thus, California taxpayers to date have contributed more
than $500,000 toward paying these exorbitant rates.115
Finally, the company’s schools in both Stockton and Livermore were embroiled in
a new scandal after Tri-Valley received an additional $25 million in conduit bond
financing to open a high school.116 Again, the project seems designed to enrich
Tri-Valley officers or associates. The building and land that the high school occupies
was formerly owned by an LLC that, according to district documents, was headed by
Batchelor.117 Thus, as district officials explained, “it … appears … that Mr. Batchelor
set up an arrangement whereby he used Tri-Valley Learning Corporation … to receive
school bonds; he used [the LLC] to purchase the property and building; he then sold
the building … and thus receives the benefit of the school bond revenue.”118
Furthermore, while heading Tri-Valley, Batchelor was simultaneously running two
private schools. Representing both parties in the negotiations, Batchelor signed
an agreement for one of his private schools to jointly lease the Tri-Valley space.119
Tri-Valley then pledged the revenues of its Stockton schools as security to guarantee
the lease of space for Batchelor’s private school.120 These activities ultimately led to
both the Livermore and New Jerusalem school districts issuing Notices of Violation
against Tri-Valley; the Livermore high school’s loss of accreditation; the Alameda
County District Attorney opening an investigation into Tri-Valley’s management; and
ultimately to the company filing for bankruptcy.121
In retrospect, one of the most puzzling aspects of this story is how such a poorly
managed company was able to access such large amounts of bond funding. In 2007,
the firm hired financial crisis consultants after audits uncovered inconsistent financial
accounts.122 In 2009, the CSFA included Tri-Valley on a list of schools that were denied
bond funds under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act due to insufficient
financial management structures.123 Yet three years later, the company received $42
million in bond funding. By 2015, the company was already highly indebted and there
were growing signs of trouble at the school. In 2015-16, Tri-Valley began recruiting
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Chinese students to its high school, charged $31,000 per year for tuition, room, and
board—in violation of the prohibition on charging tuition for a public charter school.124
The company’s financial troubles were likewise becoming evident in a slew of unpaid
bills. In the two years preceding its bankruptcy, Tri-Valley took money from its teachers’
paychecks designated for pension and insurance contributions, but never deposited
the funds where they were due. The company also failed to make its own contributions
toward teachers’ pensions and was delinquent in paying its landscapers, therapists,
contract instructors, and even its statutory oversight fee to the local school district.125
But none of these potential trouble signs prevented Tri-Valley from securing an
additional $25 million in bond financing in 2015.
It’s impossible to know whether Tri-Valley will emerge from bankruptcy or cease
operation and default on its bonds. But the profits earned on bond-funded sales of
property remain in place, and the SB740 funds that helped pay inflated rents have not
been returned. Meanwhile, the students and parents who put their faith in Tri-Valley
have had to cope with the fallout. In August 2016, the Livermore schools announced
they were laying off teachers in order to pay down debt, prompting hundreds of
students to abandon the school, flooding nearby public schools at the start of the
year.126 In November 2016, the district was forced to reopen a previously shuttered
school and hire a dozen new teachers to accommodate the influx of former charter
students.127 “We recognize that this may place a burden on district schools,” a group
of former Tri-Valley parents explained, but “we are desperate to see our children as
students again, not as products in a corporation.”128
The extensive costs of Tri-Valley’s failed strategies—costs to taxpayers, students,
parents, and the local school district—might have been avoided if charter facility
funding were held to stricter standards. The failure to do so does not suggest that the
charter industry as a whole is more corrupt than others—but it does point to extensive
loopholes in current regulations, and suggests a critical need for the state to be more
particular about how it spends school facilities funds.
Figure 7
Public facilities
funding
for charter
schools with
discriminatory
enrollment
policies
(millions of
dollars)
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Section 6:
Taxpayer-funded discrimination

I

n August 2016, the American Civil Liberties Union of Southern California (ACLU) released a
report revealing widespread discriminatory practices among California charter schools.129
There have long been reports of some charter schools selectively recruiting higherperforming students, while discouraging, expelling, or “counseling out” lower-performing
pupils. But the ACLU found something new: not only informal practices but explicit written
and publicly advertised policies that illegally discriminate against higher-need and lowerscoring students. These policies fell into six broad categories:

•
•
•

Prohibiting admission to students with low grades or low test scores.

•

Discourage or bar immigrant students from enrolling by requiring their parents to
provide citizenship identification as a condition of enrollment.

•

Deny admission to students whose parents cannot complete an application or
participate in a school application.

•

Make enrollment conditional on parent contributions of money or volunteer hours
to the school.

Expelling students who don’t maintain a certain level of grades.
Prohibiting admission to students whose English language skill is below certain
levels.

Such policies were in effect at 253 schools across the state, accounting for over 20% of all
charter schools. Schools with discriminatory policies were found in every major school
district, and included CMO chains like San Diego’s High Tech schools as well as singlelocation schools. By state law, one of the most fundamental requirements for charter
approval is that “a charter school shall admit all pupils who wish to attend the school,”
subject only to limitations of space.130 Thus these schools were not only breaching their
moral obligation to serve the state’s neediest students—they were also in violation of the
law. But not only were these schools allowed to operate—they were also liberally funded
by multiple sources of charter facility financing.
Since 2009, the 253 schools found to maintain illegal policies have received a collective
$75 million under the SB740 program, $120 million in general obligation bonds, and $150
million in conduit bond financing. At no point in the application, review, or oversight
process did any agency conduct the type of due diligence that would have discovered
these openly published policies. Further, following publication of the ACLU’s report, none
of the agencies providing charter facility funding demanded that charter schools return
the funds they took while operating in violation of state law. On the contrary, in 2016-17—
after publication of the ACLU’s findings—the CSFA provided these schools $7.5 million in
new funding. Again, this is not a sign of ill will on the part of CSFA staff. It is, rather, a sign
of a complete disconnect in state policy, with even the most basic of educational policy
standards missing from facility funding regulations.
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Table 8: Public facilities funding for charter schools with discriminatory enrollment policies
School

Federal
Incentive Grant

Charter Schools Facilities Grant (SB740)

$75,803,485

General Obligation Bonds (State)

$67,287,525

General Obligation Bonds (Los Angeles USD)

$13,945,000

General Obligation Bonds (San Diego USD)

$29,800,000

Conduit Bonds
Revolving Loan Fund
(Federal) New Market Tax Credit Investments
(Federal) Facilities Incentive Grants
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$150,819,833
$4,550,000
$30,000,000
$7,558,924
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Table 9: Sample of charter schools found by the ACLU to maintain discriminatory policies, with facilities funding
School

City

Rent & lease
reimbursement
(SB740)

Blue Oak Charter

Chico

Imagine Schools, Riverside
County

Coachella

$515,708

Lifeline Education Charter

Compton

$1,257,903

Literacy First Charter

El Cajon

$4,153,157

Imagine Schools at Imperial
Valley

El Centro

$3,082,748

Environmental Charter Middle

Gardena

$1,006,515

Leadership Public Schools Hayward

Hayward

$822,973

Western Center Academy

Hemet

$1,657,054

Inglewood

$1,823,836

Wilder's Preparatory Academy
Charter
Life Source International
Charter

Conduit
bonds

Fed TaxCredit Backed
Investments

Federal
Incentive
Grants

Revolving
Loan Fund

$1,294,808

Lancaster

$941,061

Environmental Charter High

Lawndale

$1,000,204

Accelerated Charter
Elementary

Los Angeles

$746,163

New West Charter

Los Angeles

$2,531,319

Paragon Collegiate Academy

Marysville

$365,111

Community Outreach Academy

McClellan

$3,691,709

Integrity Charter

National City

$1,207,574

Nevada City School of the Arts

Nevada City

$738,148

Oakland Unity High

Oakland

$773,600

Oakland Charter High

Oakland

$926,901

Downtown Charter Academy

Oakland

$477,592

Richmond Charter Academy

Richmond

$522,595

Fortune

Sacramento

Oasis Charter Public

Salinas

$918,625

New Vision Middle

San Bernardino

$851,503

Health Sciences High

San Diego

$2,668,816

Old Town Academy K-8 Charter

San Diego

$698,619

Latino College Preparatory
Academy

San Jose

Almond Acres Charter Academy

San Miguel

Orange County Educational
Arts Academy

Santa Ana

$2,516,870

Roseland Charter

Santa Rosa

$1,814,013

CHAMPS - Charter HS of ArtsMultimedia & Performing

Van Nuys

$3,836,043

La Sierra High

Visalia

$1,021,662

Ceiba College Preparatory
Academy

Watsonville
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General
Obligation
bonds

$3,240,000

$1,338,000

$250,000
$395,862
$35,437,938

$250,000
$14,840

$7,923,643

$44,920
$272,250
$250,000
$31,060

$2,651,250

$250,000
$278,859

$7,800,000
$150,000

$1,589,782

$618,750

$461,208

$250,000
$10,836,833

$710,106

$2,605,896

$845,112
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Section 7:
Policy recommendations

T

he aim of this report is to describe a problem rather than to specify the solution. Clearly
more research is needed to determine the exact number and type of charter schools
on which public funding has been misspent, and to determine exactly what funding
requirements might best embody legislators’ intent and students’ best interests.
As a guide to possible policy responses, however, there are a number of proposals discussed
by scholars and analysts that are designed to address the unregulated growth and funding
inequities described in this report. These fall in a few broad categories:

Avoid paying for overbuilding:
The simplest step in this direction would be to put a moratorium on funding new charter
facilities in districts where the overall student population is in decline. This is the type of
charter expansion that is most harmful to the instructional programs and fiscal stability of
school districts.
In addition, lawmakers might take steps to ensure that if the state is funding charter school
in districts where the CDE has determined there is no need for additional classroom space,
this only happens in the case of promoting charter schools with truly unique or exemplary
programs that the district is incapable of providing. In such districts, lawmakers might
choose to fund a new charter facility only if it has a track record of educational performance
(however that may be measured) at least 30% better than local public schools.

Protecting the public school system while expanding charter options:
In order to ensure that charter expansion does not undermine the quality of education in
traditional public schools or the fiscal viability of school districts, lawmakers might require
that the impact of fixed costs that traditional public schools and school districts cannot
reduce over the short- and medium-term be taken into account in decisions regarding
charter sector expansion. Current policies allowing districts a one-year cushion to absorb
the fiscal impact of enrollment losses are well intentioned but insufficient to the scale of this
problem. School districts and traditional public schools should be held harmless for these
costs—whether by adjusting funding for charter facilities or from some other source of
public revenue.

Private property bought with public funds:
To avoid creating private real estate holdings at public expense—and restricting the choices
available to future parents and elected officials—lawmakers might close the loophole that
effectively allows SB740 funds to be used (via related LLCs) to pay mortgages on privately
owned property.
More broadly, lawmakers might extend the type of conditions that govern general
obligation bonds to other sources of public finance for charter facilities, including SB740
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funds, New Markets Tax Credits (to the extent the state may control how these are made
available for in-state schools), and the portion of conduit bond financing that represents
taxpayer cost.

Weighing charter school construction against other
educational needs:
At a time when schools across the state face increasingly severe financial needs, many
millions of dollars each year flow to schools whose added value to the education system is
dubious. These funds are earmarked for facility purposes and cannot be easily redirected by
agency staff to classroom instruction purposes. Instead, legislators might conduct an annual
review weighing the volume of funding for charter facilities against competing needs in the
school system, in order to ensure that funding priorities align with student needs.

Community schools:
By far the most powerful factor affecting student achievement is poverty—confirmed
across decades of research.131 While the school system itself cannot lift students’ families
out of poverty, it can create schools that intelligently address the impacts of deprivation.
One promising innovation is the creation of “community schools” with wraparound social
services (often including on-site childcare and health clinics) and educational programming
tailored to the specific needs of students from the neediest communities.132 To make
such schools possible, lawmakers might redirect charter facility funds to this purpose, or
might mandate that no new charter facilities be funded until an appropriate number of
community schools have been established.

Equalizing special needs funding:
Lawmakers could ensure that special education funding serves the students who need it
most by requiring that charter schools affiliate with the SELPA of their local community or
school district unless there is a demonstrable need that can only be met by a different SELPA.
In addition, while charter authorizers are currently required to assess the equity and inclusion
plans of their authorized schools, there is no requirement that such plans include special
needs students or English language learners.133 Furthermore, authorizers are only charged
with assessing the plans of charter schools—not their actual performance in enrolling an
inclusive student body. Legislators should expand authorizers’ responsibility to auditing
charter schools’ performance regarding equity and inclusion of all categories of students.

Close loopholes on potential corruption:
The narrow prohibition on using SB740 funds to pay above-market rents should be made
a blanket prohibition, regardless of who owns the building. To make this requirement
enforceable, charter schools might be required to annually report their rent along with
independent evidence of area rent standards.
In addition, charter schools should have to uphold the same ethical standard as public
school officials, who are generally prohibited from engaging in any related-party
transactions.
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Stop public funding to schools that break the law:
Charter schools or CMOs found guilty of violating the law—whether by implementing
discriminatory admissions policies, self-enrichment through related-party transactions,
or other means—should be ineligible for public facility funding for some period of time.

Create effective “clawback” mechanisms:
The various agencies that administer charter facility funding need effective mechanisms
to demand reimbursement of funds provided to schools found to have violated state
law or school system requirements. It appears, for instance, that there is no easy way for
state agencies to require reimbursement from schools the ACLU found to be maintaining
discriminatory enrollment policies in violation of state law. Lawmakers should consider
creating such mechanisms in each relevant agency.

Local control and local zoning initiatives:
Recently, cities and counties have begun looking to zoning codes to regulate charter
growth that they believe imposes unwarranted costs on their communities.134 These
include environmental health concerns, impact on traffic and infrastructure, and impact
on municipal credit ratings and property values. While there is no comprehensive data
regarding charter schools’ impact on property values, a number of recent regional studies
suggest that charter industry growth may result in lower property values, most likely by
undermining the fiscal soundness of the traditional public school system and signaling
school disinvestment to potential homebuyers.135 Lawmakers might clarify that charter
applications denied for such reasons shall not be approved on appeal by county or state
boards.

Conclusion

T

his report has detailed how large sums of taxpayer dollars have been misspent—on
schools that provided nothing new, better, or different for area students; schools built
in places that already had enough classroom space; schools that undermined the ability of
neighborhood public schools to serve the neediest students; and in the worst cases, schools
that engaged in unethical or corrupt practices. To some devoted advocates, the fact that
some charter schools do indeed provide high-quality education may be invoked as a reason
to maintain an open spigot of funding for all charter schools. But this is a dangerous and
costly proposition, not only because of the cost overbuilding exacts on the school system,
but because the funds so wasted are desperately needed elsewhere.
There is little need for an academic report to instruct readers on the urgent needs of
California school children that go unmet for lack of funding. Every parent and teacher
doubtless has their own list of services that children need and deserve but do not receive.
Nevertheless, it may be worth citing just a few examples to help us remember the breadth
of needs currently going unfunded.
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In Oakland, one member of the school board reports that “one huge issue is the counselorto-student ratio, which we just managed to bring down to 500:1 with the last contract
negotiations. What this means in many of our high schools is that only seniors have reliable
access to counselors, even though by the time you get to your senior year, you have already
made choices that limit your options. With all the money the state allocates for charter
school start-up and construction, we could provide counseling starting in middle school,
and for social/emotional needs as well as academic needs.” So too, this board member
points to the urgent need for “class size reduction, particularly in middle and high school.
Students do not feel safe when they do not feel seen, and if they don’t feel safe, they can’t
learn. If funds were not being diverted to charter schools, we could create smaller-feeling
schools within [Oakland Unified School District] by reducing class size and more students
would have their needs met.”136
The superintendent of the Anaheim Union High School District reports that “if we had
more money available we could strengthen our programs for supporting our most needy
students—students with special needs and long term English language learners so that
we can stem the school-to-prison pipeline. Our district has a very large number of students
with these issues and we have begun to build integrated programs for these students. But
we need resources for more support like social workers because these students are so often
dealing with the challenges of poverty, homelessness, broken families, food deprivation,
and violence leading to depression and self-medication.”137
In Carlsbad, a member of the board of education stresses the need for things such as basic
classroom supplies “like glue stick, hand sanitizers, and Kleenex. Each year our teachers and
parents spend thousands of dollars of their own money on these basic supplies.” But this
member also points to successful programs that are endangered by funding shortfalls: “We
have an elementary school music program, but because of the lack of funding we have not
been able to hire credentialed music teachers for this program, and last year we lost some
of our music teachers. If we had the funding we could actually hire credentialed music
teachers into an integrated, elementary music program.”138
Finally, the president of the San Diego Unified School District Board of Education points to
the need for resources to be refocused on traditional neighborhood schools:
“We desperately need to grow, not drain, our resources for neighborhood public schools in
California. The biggest single reason for a persistent achievement gap is that we encourage
families with the commitment and capacity to support their children’s education to abandon their
neighborhood schools. The students left behind are those whose families are so overwhelmed by
structural racism, economic inequality, and social injustice that partnering with the schools in their
children’s education is a significant challenge. And yet, in school after school and neighborhood
after neighborhood, we see parents, teachers, students, and administrators pulling together as a
community to beat the odds and produce great results for kids. As a system, we need to do our part
to support, not undermine, these neighborhood heroes. Decades of policy decisions, couched in the
rhetoric of “competition and choice” but based on the premise that students need to escape their
neighborhood to receive a quality education, have failed too many of our children.
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We need to focus on what works, and channel the meager investment we currently make in public
education in California to community-focused schools. And by investing in the inspiring work of our
neighborhood schools, we can build a compelling case to make California once again the world
leader in public education funding.”139

All of these represent the cost of wasted charter facility funding.
It is almost heartbreaking to contemplate the gap between legislators’ original vision for
charter schools and the reality we now inhabit. Former California State Senator Gary Hart—
the prime author of the 1992 California Charter Schools Act—explained that “my original
vision was for charters to be a creative alternative within public education—an ‘R & D’
(Research and Development) lab, if you will, from which policy makers and educators could
… gain valuable insights.”140
Charters were intended to be schools “organized by a group of individuals, with the
approval of a specified percentage of the credentialed teachers within an existing school
district,” that would “encourage the use of different and innovative teaching methods.”141
What kind of schools did Hart hope such a system would produce? In a memo circulated
to legislative colleagues, Hart articulated his vision, asking lawmakers to imagine a set of
examples including the following:142

Teachers follow the students
The teachers at a small school district offering instruction in grades K-8 could request
a charter to establish a program which allows teachers to teach the same group of
students throughout their elementary and middle school years. This allows teachers to
develop a deep understanding of the abilities and learning needs of each pupil over a
number of years and helps provide a better system of teacher accountability.

Ungraded primary programs
The teachers in grades K-3 at an existing elementary school could request a charter
from the local school board to operate a program which eliminates the traditional
grade level structure for children aged 4-9 to provide a developmentally appropriate
curriculum which allows children to progress at individual rates.

Specialized school for at risk pupils
An urban middle school whose pupil population consistently scores below average
on standardized tests could form a collaborative with a postsecondary institution
and seek a charter from the local school board to provide a specialized “accelerated”
program to provide concentrated assistance for its pupils. The program would include
a challenging curriculum, instead of repetitive remediation, and intensive instructional
strategies that focus on all students’ ability to learn. The new charter school could be
operated on the university campus and might serve either all or some portion of the
existing school’s enrollment.
In all cases, Hart envisioned innovations driven by local educators who would create models
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of enriched education for students in need. It is a tragedy that instead of this vision we got a
crop of mostly uninspiring corporate-run chain schools.
It is not too late for Californians to shift course. With $500 million in newly appropriated
general bond funding waiting to be awarded, this is the time for legislators to establish
spending rules to guarantee that available funds go to meet the most urgent needs of
California students.

Appendix A: Sources and methodology
Sources on charter facility financing
All data in this report comes from public sources and was obtained either by downloading
data from agency web portals or through information request to public agencies.
The California Department of Education (CDE) assigns each school—charter or public—a
unique code, which is used in every source of data created or tracked by the department.
Using this code, I assembled data on each school that linked together schools’ location,
district, opening and closing dates, charter status and CMO affiliation, test scores, school
characteristics index, demographics, and funding from all sources described in this report. If
school identification codes were missing for a given charter school in a certain data source,
they were verified using the CDE’s charter school lookup site at: http://www.cde.ca.gov/ds/
si/cs/ap/rpt.asp.
The Charter School Revolving Loan Fund Program is described, with data on awardees, by
the Charter School Finance Authority (CSFA) at: http://www.treasurer.ca.gov/csfa/csrlf/index.
asp. Data on loans provided under this program were collected for the years 2011-2015.
California general obligation bonds are issued by CSFA under the Charter School Facility
Grant Program. Data on bonds issued were provided upon request from the Office of Public
School Construction, Department of General Services. Bond award data were collected for
the years 2003-present. School buildings whose construction costs are paid for by these
bonds are the private property of the charter operator. However, the buildings cannot be
sold or used for anything other than the authorized charter school; if the charter is revoked
or the school closes, the local school district or the state retains control of the property.
Restrictions on the use of these funds are outlined in the California Education Code, at EDC
§ 17078.62.
Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) general obligation bonds were reported by
the district’s Office of Capital Fund Compliance. Schools whose construction was funded
by these bonds remain the property of the school district. Data on these bond issues were
provided by district offices for the years 2004-present.
San Diego Unified School District general obligation bonds are from the district’s
Office of Facilities Planning & Construction: https://fpcprojects.sandi.net/Pages/default.
aspx?Filter=All. Schools whose construction was funded by these bonds remain the
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property of the school district. Data on these bond issues were provided by district offices for the years
2011-present.
Conduit bonds issued by the California Municipal Finance Authority (CMFA) and the California Statewide
Community Development Authority (CSCDA) are reported by the Municipal Securities Rulemaking
Board, Electronic Municipal Market Access: http://emma.msrb.org. CMFA bonds included are from
2006-present, and CSCDA from 2011-present. Charter schools that are constructed with tax-exempt
bonds become the private property of the charter operator, and even if the charter is not renewed or the
school closes down, neither the state nor a local school district can take control of this property. However,
bond terms typically restrict the owner from using the building for commercial moneymaking purposes.
Conduit bonds issued by the CSFA are reported in CSFA, Financial Statements with Independent Auditor’s
Report, Year Ended June 30, 2015. Bonds issued include tax-exempt bonds, plus a small number of
Qualified Zone Academy Bonds (tax exempt), Qualified School Construction Bonds (tax credits), and
Revenue Anticipation Bonds (typically tax exempt). Charter schools that are constructed with tax-exempt
bonds become the private property of the charter operator, and even if the charter is not renewed or the
school closes down, neither the state nor a local school district can take control of this property. However,
bond terms typically restrict the owner from using the building for commercial moneymaking purposes.
The Charter School Facility Grant Program—often referred to as the “SB740 program” after its authorizing
legislation—is described, with awards listed from 2011 through the present, at: http://www.treasurer.
ca.gov/csfa/csfgp/index.asp. Data from 2009-10 and 2010-11 were provided by CSFA upon request.
The federally funded State Charter School Facilities Incentive Grants Program, administered in California
by CSFA, is described at: http://www.treasurer.ca.gov/csfa/incentive.asp. Data on awards made were
provided by CSFA upon request for the years 2011-2016.
New Market Tax Credits (NMTC) are administered by the U.S. Department of the Treasury’s Community
Development Financial Institutions Fund, and are made available to investors through a broad network
of Community Development Entities (CDE), including the CSCDA. There is no central source for data
on NMTC-funded projects. Data included in this report was compiled from a combination of U.S.
Department of the Treasury data and reports from California-based CDEs. The data assembled covers
NMTC-financed projects in the years 2005-14, but likely represents only a portion of all such projects
during this period.
Eligibility determinations for each school district—the measure of whether a district has sufficient or
insufficient seats for it student population—was provided upon request by the CDE Office of Public
School Construction.

Methods
Cost to taxpayers of conduit bonds. The cost of conduit bonds to taxpayers was calculated using a
general rule of thumb, estimating that all bonds have a 15-year maturity and pay 5% interest. One
recent estimate found that interest rates on tax-free bonds for charter schools ranged from 7.1% for
bonds rated BBB to 5.85% for A rated bonds and 4.95% for AA rated bonds. (National Alliance for Public
Charter Schools, Public Charter Schools: Borrowing With Tax-Exempt Bonds, Second Edition, 2012, p.
4) Since most charter school bonds have relatively low ratings, a 5% estimated rate seems prudent.
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Assuming most bonds are bought by private financial firms, the average effective federal
tax rate paid by financial firms is 19%. (U.S. Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis, Average Effective
Federal Corporate Tax Rates, 2016. https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/tax-policy/
tax-analysis/Documents/Average-Effective-Tax-Rates-2016.pdf.) Thus, the cost to taxpayers
in foregone revenue for $1 million in conduit bond financing, over the life of the bond, is
$1 million x .05 x 15 x .19 = $142,500. A small portion of conduit bonds issued to charter
schools are taxable rather than tax-free, and to this extent because the report treats all
bonds as tax-exempt, it slightly overstates the cost to taxpayers. This is a modest impact:
of the over $900 million bonds issued by CSCDA, CMFA, and CSFA, just 1.5% were taxable.
Conversely, the assumed duration and interest rates may serve to underestimate the cost to
taxpayers. Bonds issued by CSCDA averaged 19.5 years at 6.6% interest, while those issued
by CMFA averaged 19.1 years at 5.5% interest. Taken together, the rule of thumb used here
is intended to produce a conservative estimate.
Cost to taxpayers of tax credit-subsidized investments. Qualified Investments in
NMTC projects provide a federal tax credit equal to 39% of the investment. The cost to
taxpayers, then, is calculated as 39% of the total qualified investment. The structure of these
credits is described at U.S. Department of the Treasury, Community Development Financial
Institutions Fund, New Markets Tax Credit Program, https://www.cdfifund.gov/programstraining/Programs/new-markets-tax-credit/Pages/default.aspx.
School construction eligibility. The determination of whether a school district has
enough seats for the projected student population—is determined by the CDE Office of
Public School Construction. (Eligibility Determination: School Facility Program, https://www.
documents.dgs.ca.gov/opsc/Forms/SAB_50-03.pdf; and School Facility Program Handbook,
https://www.documents.dgs.ca.gov/opsc/Publications/Handbooks/SFP_Hdbk.pdf.) If a
school district is interested in obtaining bond funding to build a new school, it must first
submit data to the Office of Public School Construction, which determines whether the
number of classroom seats currently available in the district is sufficient for the student
population projected over the coming five years. Large districts may determine eligibility
based on a shortage of seats in a given part of the district—defined as High School
Attendance Areas (HSAA)—even if there are sufficient seats across the district as a whole.
In such cases, the Office of Public School Construction generates eligibility data for an
HSAA as well as the district as a whole. When a district first applies for eligibility, the Office
of Public School Construction records an initial “establishment” comparison of seats and
students. When a district reapplies, or reports changes either to its student population or its
classroom capacity, these are recorded as positive or negative adjustments to the previous
eligibility numbers. In all cases, separate eligibility numbers are determined for elementary,
middle, and high schools—thus a district may be eligible to build a new elementary school
but not a new high school.
Eligibility data is not comprehensive for all schools in all years. If a district does not seek
state bond funding for school construction, the Office of Public School Construction will not
generate an eligibility calculation. In addition, the CDE placed a moratorium on eligibility
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determinations in 2013 because it had exhausted general obligation bond funding that
might be awarded. Thus a significant number of districts are lacking any data at all of this
kind. In other cases, data is available only for certain years, and if this period does not
include the opening period of a given charter school, it is impossible to determine whether
the district was eligible or ineligible at that time.
The full set of eligibility data, broken down by district, date, and school type, was provided
upon request by the Office of Public School Construction. Starting with each school’s initial
“establishment” measures, I used the adjustments that followed to construct a running
total of positive or negative eligibility for the years that followed. I then compared these
numbers with school opening dates. Decisions about eligibility for construction must be
made some time prior to a school’s actual opening, and the California Charter Schools
Association (CCSA) estimates that it typically takes 6-12 months between a charter school’s
authorization and its open date (CCSA, The School Development Process in Four Phases,
http://www.ccsa.org/starting/timeline/#tab-overview). Therefore, I calculated school
construction eligibility for the date one year before a charter school’s official opening
date, as the measure of whether such a school would have been deemed eligible under
CDE guidelines. For charter schools authorized by a county or state board of education, I
identified the school district in which the charter is physically located, and used that as the
relevant measure.
In cases where there was no eligibility data corresponding to the relevant date, but there
was data for nearby dates, I estimated eligibility when it seemed very probable. In doing so,
I used several decision rules. If there was eligibility data within one year prior to the relevant
date, I used that. If there was eligibility data within a reasonable time period both before
and after the date in question—and it was consistent across that period—I assumed that
the data had remained stable during the entire period. If there was contradictory data that
seemed possible to indicate either outcome, I gave the benefit of the doubt to the charter
school having been eligible—that is, warranted. In cases where charter schools serve K-12,
I counted them as eligible or ineligible only if the district’s data were consistent for both
elementary and high school in that time period. In all, eligibility determinations could be
made for 932 of the 1,682 charter schools listed by the CDE.
Measuring whether schools’ performance is superior to that of nearby public
schools. This calculation drew on schools’ latitude and longitude locations—information
provided by the CDE—as well as the CDE’s 2012-13 Academic Performance Index (API)
scores and “similar schools” measures. To identify “similar schools,” the CDE gave each
school a “school characteristics index,” a ten-digit ranking that combined a wide variety of
demographic measures, so that schools with similar SCIs serve demographically similar
student populations. There are nearly 8,000 schools assigned SCIs in 2012-13; excluded
schools are primarily those whose student population was too low to provide a meaningful
sample for demographic analysis. These 8,000 schools were then divided into percentiles
based on rank. I considered a school to be serving a similar population as a given charter
school if it’s SCI was within 12.5 percentile points—either higher or lower—of the charter
school’s SCI. Thus each school might have had “similar schools” fall anywhere within a range
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of 25 percentile points (12.5 points above and below the charter’s own SCI). But any given
public school could not be more than 12.5 points different than the charter school’s SCI.
An exception to this rule was made for those charter schools in the very highest and very
lowest 12.5 percentiles. In order to provide them an equal set of possible matches, these
schools were compared with the top or bottom 25 percentiles respectively. Thus for these
schools, a school was considered to serve a similar population if its SCI was within the same
quartile as that of the charter school—for all other schools, similarity required being within
12.5 percentile points of the charter’s SCI.
Once similarity was established, I identified those schools that met the similar-schools test
and were also within 10 miles of the charter school, and then determined whether their API
score in 2012-13 was higher or lower than that of the charter school.
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